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Abstract

Death is tied up deeply into personal lives and believes but also into 
communities, traditions, and places. Post-mortem products and practices 
develop over time and vary in different cultures and religions. As societies 
change, so does the opinions and attitudes in relation to how we treat 
the dead. What is acceptable and appropriate today, may not be it in the 
future. 
   In this study, death is approached from living systems point of a view 
supported by a feminist environmental philosopher Val Plumwood’s 
writings. The research also utilizes Bill Reed’s theory of regenerative 
design and writings of regenerative development. The approach is 
tempted to be kept neutral from spiritual and religious views, even though 
religious topics are discussed. The chosen viewpoint of investigating 
human death may be found objectionable and offensive but it is not an 
intention of this research.
   The history and development of the current Western world human 
remain related practices are first investigated and explained. The 
industrial revolution and the related mass migration from rural to urban 
areas affected the death related traditions in different ways, especially in 
the West, where death became a taboo. 
   The thesis questions the sustainability of today’s Western end of life 
products and practices. It argues that conventional burial and cremation 
are both destructive to the earth. It also claims, that in the Western 
culture, death is not seen as part of a circulation of life and that the 
culture, in general, denies death. The coffins are purposely designed, and 
placed deep into the soil, to protect the bodies from a natural decay. As a 
growing popular alternative, bodies are cremated, so that the connection 
with other living is entirely prevented and barely anything else than toxins 
and emissions is left. There is a demand for more sustainable mortuary 
options.
   After investigating current Western practices, the literature review 
introduces some innovations and sustainable alternatives. Additionally, 
with less emphasis, the research connects cellulose with death. As one of 
the goals, cellulose and its possibilities in relation to death are explored 
through visionary concept ideas. Cellulose is understood as a super 
material and crucial in the survival of the humans towards and through 
Anthropocene. Literature review investigates Finland as a case through a 
questionnaire, local death related newspaper articles and a bio-economy 
strategy of Finland. The study demonstrates some challenges of the 
current system and suggests ideas and improvements. Finland is seen 
as a safe and ideal democracy to develop regenerative practices, even 
death related movements.  
   The unobvious goal of the work is to unleash the taboo of death, think 
and talk about it and step out of the personal comfort zone. The thesis 
can act as a source and inspiration for further research and development 
and help policy and decision makers in planning regenerative futures.
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Tiivistelmä

Kuolema kietoutuu syvälle henkilökohtaiseen elämään ja uskomuksiin, 
mutta se on myös osa yhteisöä, tapakulttuuria ja sidoksissa paikkaan. 
Kuolemaan liittyvät käytännöt kehittyvät ajan myötä ja vaihtelevat eri 
kulttuureissa ja uskonnoissa. Yhteiskuntien muuttuessa myös mielipiteet 
ja asenteet kuolleiden kohtelusta muuttuvat. Se mikä nykypäivänä on 
hyväksyttävää ja soveliasta, ei välttämättä ole sitä tulevaisuudessa.  
   Tässä opinnäytetyössä kuolemaa lähestytään elävän ja ekologisen 
systeemin näkökulmasta. Lähestymistapaa tukee feministisen 
ympäristöfilosofin Val Plumwoodin kirjoitukset. Työ hyödyntää myös 
Bill Reedin teoriaa ja kirjoituksia regeneratiivisesta eli uudentavasta 
muotoilusta ja kehityksestä. Lähestymistapa on pyritty pitämään 
uskontojen ja uskomusten kannalta neutraalina vaikkakin niitä sivutaan. 
Opinnäytetyöhön valitut näkökulmat ja tavat tarkastella ihmisen kuolemaa 
saattavat tuntua loukkaavilta ja aiheuttaa pahennusta, mutta se ei ole 
tarkoituksenmukaista.
   Opinnäytetyössä katselmoidaan aluksi kuinka nykyiset hautaamistavat 
ovat kehittyneet. Teollinen vallankumous ja siihen liittynyt massamuutto 
maalta kaupunkiin muutti kuolemaan liittyviä toimintatapoja eri suuntiin, 
etenkin länsimaissa joissa kuolemasta kehittyi tabu.
   Tämä tutkielma kyseenalaistaa nykypäivän länsimaisten 
hautaamiskäytäntöjen ympäristöystävällisyyden. Sen mukaan perinteiset 
menetelmät kuten maahan hautaaminen ja polttohautaus krematoriossa 
eivät ole kestävän kehityksen mukaisia, vaan maapallolle tuhoisia. 
Opinnäytetyössä väitetään, että länsimainen kulttuuri kieltää kuoleman, 
ja että kuolemaa ei ymmärretä osana elämän kiertokulkua. Arkut 
suunnitellaan ja sijoitetaan syvälle maahan niin, että ne tarkoituksellisesti 
estävät ja hidastavat ruumiiden luonnollista hajoamista. Maahan 
hautaamisen vaihtoehdoksi on noussut suosioon polttohautaus, jolloin 
ruumiin yhteys muuhun elävään on kokonaan estetty. Krematorion jäljiltä 
ruumista ei jää jäljelle juuri muuta kuin myrkkyjä ja päästöjä. Vainajien 
hautaamiseen tarvitaankin kestävän kehityksen mukaisia vaihtoehtoja.
   Nykyisten länsimaisten hautaustapojen tarkastelun jälkeen 
kirjallisuuskatsaus esittelee joitain innovaatioita ja kestävän kehityksen 
mukaisia ideoita. Tutkielmassa esitellään myös pintapuolisesti selluloosaa 
ja liitetään se kuolema-aiheeseen. Selluloosan mahdollisuuksia 
tutkaillaan visionääristen konsepti-ideoiden avulla. Selluloosa 
ymmärretään supermateriaalina ja ihmiskunnan selviytymisen 
kannalta ratkaisevana. Kirjallisuuskatsaus tutkii Suomea tapauksena 
kyselyn, sanomalehtiartikkelien ja Suomen biotalousstrategian turvin. 
Opinnäytetyö osoittaa haasteita nyky-Suomessa ja ehdottaa joitain 
ideoita ja parannuksia. Suomi nähdään turvallisena ja ihanteellisena 
demokratiana, jossa voidaan kehittää regeneratiivisia toimintamalleja. 
Suomi voisi toimia ympäristöystävällisen kuolemanliikkeen alkukotina. 
   Opinnäytetyön ajatuksena on myös rikkoa kuolemantabua, ajatella sitä 
ja puhua siitä, sekä uskaltautua oman mukavuusalueen ulkopuolelle. 
Tämä työ voi toimia tiedon- ja inspiraationlähteenä jatkotutkimukselle 
ja kehitykselle. Se voi myös auttaa päättäjiä suunnittelemaan 
regeneratiivista tulevaisuutta.

Avainsanat: elämä, kuolema, systeemit, hautaaminen, regeneraatio 

Tekijä: Oona Casalegno, Työn nimi: Kuolema on elämää; Miten 
regeneratiivinen ajattelu voi mullistaa länsimaisia hautaamiskäytäntöjä 
ja miten selluloosa voi edistää tätä muutosta, Laitos: Taiteiden ja 
suunnittelun korkeakoulu, Koulutusohjelma: Creative Sustainability, 
Vuosi: 2017, Sivumäärä: 127, Kieli: Englanti
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Foreword

I still remember the groundbreaking moment in my 
childhood when I realized that I will die one day. I had 
dreamed of living forever. It was difficult to understand 
and accept that death is an unavoidable part of life. Since 
that moment, I have been curious and fascinated by the 
continuity and discontinuity of life; is death the end of 
everything or could it be a beginning of something? Is 
my childhood dreaming possible, could I continue living 
forever?
 
Professionally, I have a textile artisan and an industrial 
designer education. I have been designing, developing and 
implementing packaging concepts for global mass markets 
for almost 20 years. Mostly I have been working with natural 
fiber based packaging especially molded pulp, corrugated 
board, and carton as well as plastics and bioplastics. 
 
On 6th of November in 2014, I attended a Designing 
the Cellulose of the Future exhibition at Aalto University, 
Helsinki. There I realized that cellulose could be one of the 
next super materials. Based on this exhibition I decided to 
experiment with cellulose molding. During 2015 I relearned 
the basic skills of 3D modeling and got interested in 3D 
printing as well. At that time, 3D printing of cellulose was 
taking its baby steps. Thus, I made my first cellulose 
molding experimentations conducted with 3D printed tooling 
made of PLA (polylactide acid). As a continuation of that 
experimentation, I decided to make a thesis dealing with 
molded cellulose pulp.
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The thesis is a combination of my passion related to 
packaging and cellulose, and my curiosity and interest in 
death, or in other words; continuity and discontinuity of 
life. I wanted to get a deeper understanding of what could 
be done with cellulose and how it could be connected to 
post-mortem. I also wanted a deeper understanding of what 
is death and what happens after death. Combining these 
elements of professional passion and personal interest is 
the backbone of this work. During the process, I found living 
systems thinking, regeneration and environmental feminism 
that all shaped the original idea to a new level.
 
The thesis is conducted independently and without any 
funding. I want to thank all the people that have been 
supporting, understanding and encouraging me. They all 
made it possible for me to conduct this work. Thank you.  
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Great Ship         

“Mother Earth is a great big ship
That we are sail ing on
Sailing on
Through the space and time

Touch the Earth feel the worth
We all join hands for a new rebirth
Share our love and open up
To the divine”

(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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1. Introduction

Death is a taboo in the culturally Western countries. Despite 
that, rethinking what happens to the corpse after death has 
already started local movements and ethical discussions 
on what is right, wrong or best for the environment. In this 
study, sustainability of today’s Western end of life products 
and practices is questioned. Although natural burials are an 
exception, the thesis argues that current modern Western 
end of life products and practices are unsustainable and 
proven to be even destructive to the earth. The thesis also 
states, that in the Western culture, death is not seen as part 
of a circulation of life. Western culture denies death, leading 
to end of life practices that are unsustainable. 

Val Plumwood, an Australian feminist environmental 
philosopher, and activist has influenced strongly the thesis 
and helped to understand these key statements and ideas 
of life and death. Even though her writings are generally 
considered radical, they can be very inspiring. They fit well 
with this thesis subject. 

The industrial revolution and the related mass migration 
from rural to urban areas affected the death related 
traditions in different ways, especially in Western countries. 
In this study, West and Western culture is used broadly 
to mean in general the Western world without a strict 
definition.
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Figure 1. West.

This thesis aims to understand in general how the end of 
life practices developed in the West. One notable finding 
is, that despite the growing secularization resulted by the 
industrial revolution, the old traditions and beliefs of the 
communities stayed so strong that we still treat our dead 
similarly as hundreds of years ago. It is surprising that 
despite all the developments that the modernization brought 
to people’s lives, there has been almost no development in 
the post-mortem. 

Traditions, practices and even religion have become 
institutionalized and embedded into the systems. It is 
difficult to change the system even in the secular West, 
where death is taboo. The biggest challenge is not to design 
and develop new sustainable ideas of how to treat the 
dead, but implementing them into the countries and their 
communities. New traditions are also needed to hold on to. 
Challenging and changing the current system is the most 
difficult thing.

After investigating the past and current post-mortem, the 
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research introduces some innovative projects and at the 
end some post-mortem concept ideas that developed 
during the thesis project. 

The research takes a closer look at Finland, representing 
one Western way of dealing with death. End of life 
practices in Finland are studied through a survey targeted 
to professionals in the death related field and through 
50 Finnish newspaper articles between 2006-2016. The 
study reveals that there are not many choices in Finland, 
especially if you want to vanish sustainably after dying. For 
example, the green burial movement has not yet reached 
the country. The study demonstrates the challenges 
of the current system and suggests some ideas and 
improvements. 

The research has four thematic areas: death, life, cellulose, 
and Finland which are put together and lead to visionary 
concept ideas and finally to conclusions.

Conclusion

Concept

Concept
Concept

Concept

Finland
Finland

Cellulose
Cellulose

Life

Life

Life
Life

DeathDeath

Death

 
Figure 2. Thematic areas.

After death, the first thematic part of the study, the thesis 
concentrates on life. It is approached from living systems 
point of view. The viewpoint is supported by a theory 
of regenerative design and regenerative development. 
The study aims to demonstrate that the current way of 
Western life (and death) is destructive and that a mindset 
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change is required for humans to reset themselves in the 
earth community, not as the masters of it. One of the key 
understanding is that not only the end of life practices need 
to be changed but the whole understanding of humans as 
participants of the earth. From this point of view, the thesis 
is also an antithesis of the current Western post-mortem 
practices.

The third thematic area of the thesis is cellulose which 
is introduced briefly to get a basic understanding of its 
possibilities. Cellulose is understood as a super material 
and crucial in the survival of the humans towards and 
through Anthropocene. Cellulose is followed by the fourth 
theme, Finland. The study demonstrates the challenges 
of the current Finland in relation to death and cellulose. 
Despite the criticism, Finland is understood as a safe 
and ideal democracy to develop the niche and potential 
concepts, even related to death. The movement towards 
sustainable human remain disposal may change the death 
industry and open new opportunities for innovations and 
startups. Finland could be an optimal ground for testing new 
sustainable ideas if laws and regulations can be adjusted 
to support the activities. The revolution towards new 
innovations demands multidisciplinary collaboration and 
amendment but also changes to laws and regulations.
 
The hypothesis of this work is that cellulose from Finland 
could be a sustainable alternative material used in the end 
of life products and practices and through that contribute 
to wider change towards regeneration. The final goal is to 
demonstrate the possibilities of cellulose by introducing 
visionary concept ideas on how it could relate to death 
and fit into the funerary practices and how regenerative 
approach and the use of cellulose could change the way 
Western people treat their dead.  
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Self

Earth

Death?

LIfe?

Life after death?
Opinions?
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Culture?
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Traditions?

Gender?
Time?

Age?

? ?

??

?

?

Figure 3. Rethinking self as part of the earth.

The hidden target of the thesis is the to make the 
researcher and the reader step out of the personal comfort 
zones. After rethinking life and death, and life after death, 
from inside out, and then again from a holistic earthy 
point of view, the thesis wraps up by turning back to very 
personal and re-evaluated thoughts by ending the study 
with a personal death testament.  

Hopefully, this work will raise discussion about current 
Western death related practices and acts as a source and 
inspiration for further research and development as well as 
policy and decision makers to build a regenerative future. 
The thesis hopefully also encourages to use design thinking 
based on meanings instead of solutions, even though the 
visionary concept ideas of this thesis can be understood 
only as solutions regardless of their deeper meanings 
related to regeneration.  
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I Hear the Silence         

“I hear the silence call ing me
So softly call ing me
To what I have always been

I am burning and burning in your grace
I am burning and burning
I am burning and burning in your grace
  
I surrender... to this mystery...
Awaken... to the beauty”

(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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PROCESS
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2. Timeline and framing
The thesis consists of research and visionary concept 
part. The research is divided into four main categories; 
death, life, cellulose, and Finland. The research part 
consists of literature, an empirical questionnaire targeted to 
professionals in the death industry in Finland, and events, 
such as field trips, and seminars. One very important 
research material to understand Finland as a case was 
50 local newspaper articles collected between 2006-2016. 
The concept part expresses ideas based on the research 
and inspirations during the process. For example, the coffin 
and urn designs are strongly inspired by environmental 
feminism. The importance of this work is given to the 
findings of the research and a remark that design thinking 
and activism, even provocative approaches can be great 
tools to deal with a culturally taboo phenomenon like death. 
Through design and grass root activities the sensitive 
issues can be not just considered and reconsidered, but 
even changed. The visionary concept ideas are expressing 
prospects of what could be possible when combining the 
research findings and inspirations together. Whereas some 
concept ideas are easily doable, others are more abstract 
and utopian.  

The timeline of the work was three years altogether (while 
studying and working). The first year was dedicated to 
collecting and reading newspaper articles to understand 
the funerary area in Finland, reading international articles 
and books about death and Western funerals. During the 
first year, experimentations with 3D design and 3D printing 
as well as cellulose foaming and molding in another project 
were conducted, the thesis subject already in mind. 
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During the second year, article collecting and reading 
continued. Additional to that, a questionnaire was put into 
practice to find a deeper understanding of the possibilities, 
challenges, and mindsets amongst people working in 
the funerary area and other related instances in Finland. 
During the second year, the first design work of the thesis 
was already completed. It was a coffin design and a tooling 
design as well. The plan was to experiment cellulose 
molding with the 3D printed tooling, through success and 
failure to develop the concept idea of the coffin further. The 
target was also to find a functional cellulose pulp mixture 
as a recipe. Problems with 3D printing appeared, and only 
three out of four tools were made, making it impossible to 
produce tangible samples of the coffin. The situation was 
desperate and enthusiasm towards experimental molding 
collapsed. The whole work was in crisis and put on hold for 
a couple of months.

A break and iteration towards the whole work were difficult 
but necessary. During the third year, the focus was changed 
radically. The coffin design and sample making was not 
the target anymore, while systems thinking and holistic 
understanding of the post-mortem products and practices 
in relation to humanity and earth took its place. Towards 
the end, the research and cellulose were combined with 
systems thinking. Especially Val Plumwood’s writings about 
death and environment influenced the work. Instead of a 
coffin design and cellulose moldings, the process and key 
findings became more important, and thus, more visionary 
concept ideas were developed. The thesis was basically 
revised and rewritten completely because of the focus 
change. 

The key framework of the thesis is based on ‘Trajectory 
of Environmentally Responsible Design’, developed by 
Bill Reed (2007). The focus is on the regenerative part of 
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it. The theory was taken into use after the iteration and it 
helped to reframe the thesis focus. The theory first caused 
a crisis since it showed that designing a coffin would be 
just designing one more option for the market, even though 
it’s only a visual concept idea. Through the framework and 
reframing the focus, it was understood that funerary area 
is tightly related to a bigger, complicated and deeper part 
of the earth systems. Changing the current practices would 
require a mindset change and collaboration with individuals, 
communities, institutions, and nations. It would require a 
movement and a new way of understanding humans as 
part of the earth systems. In one way, the theory devastates 
the idea of changing the world through objects, but on the 
other hand, in practice, objects are needed, thinking is not 
enough.
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Figure 4. A simplified model of regeneration. Modified from 
Trajectory of Environmentally Responsible Design. (Reed, 
2007)

A great number of newspaper articles related to death 
and funerary products and practices exist in Finland. 
The timeline of the articles is narrowed down to a 10-
year timeline from 2006 until 2016. The concentration 
is on articles in Finnish and published in Finland. Only 
generic articles and not dedicated to any certain person 
i.e. celebrity is considered. The newspaper articles were 
collected in the beginning to form a basic understanding of 
a generic situation of the funerary area in Finland and what 
the media is publishing about it and what is the tone of the 
voice. Through the newspaper articles, it can be noted how 
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corrugated board coffins were entering the Finnish funeral 
industry and markets in 2010, and how it all collapsed. 
Since there are totally opposite kind of stories from other 
parts of the Western world, it can be questioned of what 
was so difficult for corrugated board coffins to be used in 
Finland and why they became not acceptable. 
 
The first article collected starts with a headline “Cardboard 
coffin doesn’t work in Finland” (Koivula & Laihonen, 2013). 
The article includes misleading information about the 
materials and thus struck the attention. One of the very first 
ideas before the final decision to concentrate in cellulose 
was to prove the article claims false and understand how 
the funerary area in Finland could be changed to re-enter 
with a functional corrugated board coffin to the Finnish 
markets. There are interesting possibilities of e-commerce 
and printing the coffins digitally so that customers can 
personalize them. For example, in Venezuela, Peru, 
Colombia, and Ecuador, there is a big need for corrugated 
board coffins (Oré & Ramos, 2016; Fox News, 2016). 
Whereas Finland seems to reject them, other countries 
welcome them. The greatest potential for cellulose as well 
as corrugated board coffins is outside Finnish borders 
where the demand exists with great volumes. Even though 
the thesis is not based on corrugated board, the same 
challenges are faced in Finland with cellulose.

One reason to leave the corrugated board behind is that 
designing a functional structure with the correct type of 
materials is too straightforward and technically even too 
easy, not enough a challenge. The mindset change towards 
accepting corrugated board coffins by the Finnish funeral 
industry and associations is the most difficult part.  

Through the Finnish newspaper articles can be noted that 
corrugated board coffins are put down based on scarce 
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and false information about the material and by invoking 
the dignity. None of the articles are challenging the current 
processes. In general, without a common will and change 
of mindsets, it is extremely challenging to develop any new 
sustainable products or practices into the Finnish funerary 
area. Because of the negative attitudes towards alternative 
and change, one step backward was taken in the thesis. 
Cellulose is the base material of what corrugated board and 
wood of the coffins are made of. From the same amount of 
wood needed to make one coffin, at least 300 corrugated 
board based coffins can be made (Oré & Ramos, 2016), 
and as well the cellulose ones. Fighting against the 
windmills is not the target, and that’s why the thesis stays 
on a conceptual level only. Developing a mass production 
ready product, such as a coffin, or an urn, would require a 
longer time of product development and some investments 
as well as multidisciplinary collaboration, too broad for a 
thesis. The decision to stay on a concept and visionary level 
backed up by research, may bring out new viewpoints and 
tools to affect the current situation in a long run.
 

2.1 Newspaper articles

There are altogether 50 newspaper and online news 
articles used to analyze the status of funerary products 
and practices in Finland. First, the articles are evaluated 
and divided due to a tone of the voice and approach to 
financial, environmental and social categories related to 
a sustainability framework and term developed by John 
Elkington. The framework has three parts: social (people), 
environmental (planet) and financial (profit) (Elkington, 
1997). Many organizations have adopted this framework 
to evaluate their performance in a broader perspective to 
create greater business value and thus it was used as a tool 
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to evaluate the funerary situation in general. Some articles 
are clearly neutral so a neutral category was added as well. 
Some of the articles are clearly falling into 2 categories, and 
in such a case the weight is divided.

Financial 33%

Environmental  27%

Social 28%

Neutral 12%

Figure 5. Thematic approaches of the Finnish death related 
newspaper articles 2006 - 2016.
 
In the articles, financial issues are most presented. Money 
and costs are slightly the most common approaches even 
that death and money are a difficult combination and 
people, in general, don’t like to discuss them together. When 
people must arrange funerals, in practice, they are forced 
to combine these sensitive issues together. Per many of the 
articles, the costs are not clear (Hatakka, 2016; Ketonen, 
2010; Länsi-Uusimaa, 2015; Peltoniemi, 2015; Yle Uutiset, 
2011; Tolkki, 2015 & Vihmanen, 2015), and thus can come 
as a great surprise to the ones arranging the funerals 
to the loved ones in Finland. Money is often related to 
social norms. The social category was secondly common 
approach of the studied articles. Social pressure and 
acceptance seem to guide the consumption of the funerary 
products and practices. Environmental approach is not as 
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common as financial and social ones, but very close to 
them. The differences by this kind of a categorizing are not 
large. When looking at the distribution of the articles during 
the past 10 years, the changes of the approaches are more 
interesting.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016A
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Figure 6. Approached in Finnish death based articles 
during 2006 - 2016.

Between 2006 and 2009 in the articles, there was not 
anything notable. In 2010 the discussion on the funerary 
issues activates clearly. There are hopes for people getting 
soon cheaper and more environmentally friendly funerals 
(Yle Uutiset, 2010 & Mäntymäki, 2010). The focus is on the 
materials and processes. The challenges of conventional 
materials and practices are clearly stated (Ketonen, 2010). 

In 2012, environmental topics have a peak (Hovi-Horkan, 
2012; Kauhanen 2012; Liimatainen, 2012 and Harju, 2012). 
Carton and corrugated board coffins are now available 
and people are starting to approach and demand them. 
The discussion is also related to inequality and how 
Finland treats the dead in such variable ways in different 
municipalities causing situations, that are even against the 
funeral law (Atu, 2012). 

In 2013, many crematoriums start to ban corrugated board 
coffins due to quality problems and they are said to be 
not suitable for Finnish post-mortem practices (Koivula 
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& Laihonen, 2013). During 2013 lonely funerals without 
attendees are still rare (Ts.fi, 2013), but already the next 
year they are brought up (Pohjala, 20114). 

During 2014, the article approaches vary widely from the 
problem of how the dead bodies don’t decompose because 
of the use of plastics (Lähteenmäki & Mäkelä, 2014), and 
how body parts can be recycled (Kortelainen, 2014). One 
of the articles is heavily for low prizes (Lotila, 2014) and 
others for design in death business (Marttinen, 2014), and 
distant mourning (Nykänen, 2014). One crematorium worker 
states that his mind is turning towards cremation when it 
is his time to go (Jylhä, 2014). The article, unfortunately, 
doesn’t reveal the reasons why. A new subject that has 
been silenced makes it to the headlines, the challenges 
that Muslims face with death in Finland (Mäntymaa, 2014). 
During the refugee crisis, Finland is getting more Muslims 
entering the country, and the decision makers would need 
to understand the needs of the increasing number of the 
Muslims in Finland.

In 2015, cultural differences are a topic again as the 
religious magazine compares the funeral rituals of different 
cultural and religious minority groups in Finland (Korpela, 
20015). Material issues break the news describing how 
harmful the current coffins are (Peltoniemi, 2015), and as a 
solution to the problem, it is revealed that the most common 
coffins will be banned and all hazard and dangerous 
materials in the coffins will be changed to more sustainable 
ones by the end of 2016 (Lehtinen, 2015; Mäkinen & 
Kärkkäinen, 2015). Prizes are clearly the main topic of the 
whole year (Alho, 2015; Hjelt, 2015; Länsi-Uusimaa, 2015); 
Peltoniemi, 2015; Tolkki, 2015 and Vihmanen, 2015). What 
will happen is that the change towards more sustainable 
materials will in practice mean more expenses to the 
public. One article concentrates on unclear prizing and 
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that Finnish authorities don’t have enough resources to dig 
more into details of the problem, even that there is a clear 
need (Hjelt, 2015). Fast, cheap and easy funerals from 
Sweden are introduced (Nurminen, 2015), as well as totally 
new ideas and disposal methods, even composting of the 
bodies is mentioned (Keränen, 2015). Opposing to that, one 
article is all about personalization (Vihmanen, 2015). The 
most heartbreaking issues of the year are three articles 
about lonely and forgotten dead (Aalto, 2015; Alho, 2015 
and Hujanen, 2015). Loneliness seems to become a real 
problem. 

In 2016, environmental issues are most topical. The 
coming change to ban the toxic materials is activating the 
discussion (Parkkinen, 2016), and in Karstula they add 
even design to the topic (Savela, 2016). The Ministry of 
Environment should take the post-mortem sustainability on 
their agenda so that there would be a law instead of just 
recommendation (Pölkki, 2015). The recommendation, of 
course, is a great step forward but the law would be more 
effective as such and all seem to agree on that. The last 
thing that stands out in 2016 was again related to social 
issues as the church is looking for volunteers to carry the 
coffins in lonely funerals (Rintamaa, 2016).

In general, the newspaper articles hint that Finnish funeral 
industry is having pressures for change. The business is 
somewhat unhealthy with few big operators and too many 
small ones. The competition is hard since there are too 
many morticians in Finland. Internet and e-commerce are 
changing the business as well. People are ordering coffins, 
urns and even services through the internet. The public is 
demanding more sustainable and cheaper solutions. The 
response in Finland towards the change seems to be slow.  
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2.2 International scientific literature and books
 
International thesis and dissertations as well as articles and 
books are used for inspiration but also to gain information 
about death and cellulose. Mainly sources in English are 
used since the amount and focus in articles in Finnish is 
not meeting the expectations. Salme Korhonen has made a 
remarkable bibliography of death related studies published 
during 1989–2004 in Finland (Korhonen, 2005) but it doesn’t 
provide directly suitable sources. But through it, several 
suitable sources are found. Google Scholar and online 
university library links are the main channels used to find 
the best theoretical materials for this research. 

The most important article in understanding the Western 
mortuary development is by Tony Walter (2007). The 
information of the current Western end of life practices 
is collected through several research articles. The most 
important influencer to the thesis is Val Plumwood. Her 
writings were found by Suzanne Kelly, whose research 
on American death and sustainability issues was an 
important source as well to the thesis. Many of the writings 
of Plumwood were read for this work, but “The eye of 
a crocodile” book is the most important and related to 
personal observations encountering with death. The book is 
the core material supporting the thoughts related to death 
and environment. “The eye of a crocodile”, tells a real-life 
story of a crocodile attacking Val Plumwood in 1985. During 
this thesis, the book became true in my personal real life 
in many ways. The similar type of crocodile death rolls that 
are described in the book, conducted as an illness attacking 
people close to mine and as well myself. Because of the 
philosophical principles related to life and death in the book, 
and my everyday life surrounded by the fear of death and 
illness, this book became fundamentally important, not 
only for the research but for the rest of my life. “Crocodiles” 
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are hiding everywhere and can attack anyone, anytime, 
even myself. This book made me think of my own life, and 
death and helped to deal with my childhood dream of living 
forever. After reading Val Plumwood´s texts, my childhood 
dream seems to be possible. If there is life, it continues in a 
way or another.

2.3 International theses and dissertation works
 
By understanding of what and how other researchers 
have approached the phenomenon, helped to understand 
what is missing and how to build a specific area. Similar 
international thesis works are concentrating mainly on 
textiles or urns in the death business and not many on 
coffins. Other student’s thesis and dissertations made a 
great impact and encouraged to continue the investigations 
related to death.  

 
2.4 Questionnaire
 
A qualitative and very personal basic research about 
thoughts of death by interviewing family members in 3 
generations was originally the target. When planning further 
about the interviews, this approach was feeling too personal 
to be published. In general, the subject of the thesis is found 
difficult inside the family. For these reasons, the interview 
was changed to a questionnaire with a goal to get more into 
details of the challenges in the Finnish funerary business 
area. The questionnaire is made in Finnish and it’s called 
“Death in bio-economy”. The link was sent to professionals 
working in the funerary area and communities interested in 
death, such as The Finnish Death Studies association. To 
gain some possibly opposing views to the Church views, I 
sent the questionnaire to Union of Freethinkers of Finland 
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as well. The hidden target to conduct the questionnaire is 
to map out views of the possible usage of cellulose in the 
funerary products and processes and between the lines, 
to grasp some deeper signs of the funerary situation in 
Finland. 
 
Unfortunately, the president of the union of the morticians 
in Finland refused to share the questionnaire between 
their approximately 300 mortician members. Altogether 16 
funerary professionals and interested persons took part in 
the questionnaire, 11 males, and 5 females. 7 participants 
considered themselves as funerary area professionals, 
3 as other professionals, 2 as managers and 2 as office 
clerks. One didn’t want to specify the profession and one 
left this answer blank. The diversity of the size of the 
companies varied widely. There were 5 people working in 
a very small company with less than 10 workers, and as 
an opposite 6 people working in a large company of more 
than 250 employees. 4 people were from a company of 
50-250 employees and one was from a company of 10-
49 employees. Nobody was a representative of a newly 
established company or organization active less than 5 
years. Almost all (14) were from companies being active for 
more than 15 years. 2 were from companies being active for 
5 -15 years. The sampling of the questionnaire is not large 
but reveals the stability and resilience of the business area 
and shows the scarcity of innovations and startups. There 
were 6 open questions and 3 optional questions after the 
basic information of the participants.
 
The questionnaire reveals several surprising issues. The 
professionals in the funerary business feel that cremation is 
clearly more sustainable than burial to the ground, even that 
it’s not been scientifically testified in Finland. This aspect 
seems to follow the public thinking of many and is mainly 
based on presumptions or narrow point of view instead of 
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looking at the big picture and thinking of what is best for 
the earth. Through the questionnaire findings, the research 
concentrated more on the opposing aspect, towards burial 
to ground. 

As a surprise, personal e-mails from the participants of the 
questionnaire were received after the survey. There were 
altogether 10. Through these e-mails and phone calls very 
personal opinions and viewpoints were received. All these 
personal contacts are treated confidentially. In general, from 
the survey and the personal contacts, strong critics of the 
current system dealing with postmortem are noticed. One 
of the critics is that death in Finland is strongly managed by 
Lutheran Church. It seems that in Finland, other viewpoints 
and beliefs are not taken seriously in discussions and 
amongst decision and policymakers. Through the personal 
contacts, it came also clear that some morticians are not 
religious but act as they are if the customers are.

2.5 Events and other sources
 
Events affected the direction of the thesis and acted as 
inspirational and practical sources. Attending to events 
was not proactively planned but happened when feeling 
to be win-win situations. The best thing about events is 
to find like-minded people and to understand the different 
point of views. Every event helped to zoom out from own 
perspectives and redirect as every event resulted in an 
iteration round. 

After Slush hype in 2015, I was eager to start a company 
based on sustainable funerary services. In the beginning of 
2016, death seminar and an art exhibition called “Surullisten 
piknik”, in Galleria Huuto, Helsinki changed the thoughts. 
The warm discussions about death (Hänninen, 2016), 
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brought even deeper interest in death itself and the startup 
idea faded away. After the death seminar, the personal 
knowledge about death was deepened by reading scientific 
articles. It was a difficult time in the dark time in the middle 
of the winter. Death issues were so heavy, that the whole 
subject of the thesis was almost changed. It was the time 
when Val Plumwood arrived at the stage. Her beautiful 
writings lifted me up again. The practical and scientific death 
studies shifted to broader perspectives towards the whole 
earth and its systems.

In 2016 I attended a New Biomaterial Culture course at 
Aalto University. As part of the course, the members shared 
a Pinterest account to collect inspirational images and links 
related to cellulose. The account included 7 thematic walls; 
building, textiles, healthcare, nutrition, utopia, industrial 
and earth to earth. The last-mentioned was closest to the 
thesis, but all the theme walls were beneficial for inspiration. 
The shared wall included altogether 57 images and was a 
great way to collaboratively collect information and ideas 
and share them through images. The visual idea sharing 
is a great change to reading articles. During the course a 
workshop method to innovate cellulose based ideas was 
developed. The method is based on bringing and sharing 
ideas. By developing it, helped me to start sharing my thesis 
idea with others as I had kept it secret before. 
 
In spring 2016, Hiilinielu project brought back excitement 
towards cellulose again, especially an idea of using side 
stream materials in the mass. During the spring and 
summer 2016, the 3D printings of the tooling started. The 
plan was to exhibit the first 1:10 sized molded cellulose 
based coffins in the Designing Cellulose for the Future II 
exhibition during 16.-20.5.2016 at Aalto University. The 
obstacles that turned out in making the 3D printed tooling 
made this plan impossible. Instead the previous year 
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20172016

Slush, Helsinki (12.11.2015)

Surullisten piknik, death seminar and art exhibition, Helsinki (12.1. 2016)

New Biomaterial Culture course in Aalto University, Helsinki (19.1- 28.5. 2016)

Hiilinielu Design Studio kick off seminar in Tampere Polytechnic, Tampere (30.3.2016)

Designing bio-�bers seminar in Lahti Polytechnic, Lahti (4.4.2016) 

Designing Cellulose for the Future II seminar and exhibition in Aalto University, Helsinki (16.-20.5.2016)

Postgraduate course on cellulose chemistry in Aalto University (no credits), Espoo (20-23.6.2016) 

Designing fully decomposing coffins and urns seminar by Artranta, Karstula (24.8.2016)

Wrapit Packaging Summit, Lahti (30.11.2016)

Supplier visit to Ecopulp, Koria (7.2.2017)

Supplier visit to Ecopulp, Koria (13.4.2017)

2015 molding experiments based on similar technique but 
different shape were exhibited. 
 
The events as Aalto University’s exhibitions, seminars, 
and courses as well as Hiilinielu project provided the best 
practical sources related to cellulose in addition to personal 
molding experiments. Through the events, companies 
and likeminded people were found, as possible future 
collaborators.

Figure 7. Attended events and courses.
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Return Again         

“Return again return again
Return to the land of your soul

Return to who you are
Return to what you are
Return to where you are
Born and reborn again”

(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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DEATH
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3. Humanity and death

Humans have treated the dead with special care for more 
than 30 000 years (Davies, 2002, p. 24). It has been just as 
important as food and shelter (Monaghan, 2009). Taking 
care of the deceased is related to human dignity and 
as a tribute, an appropriate disposal has been arranged 
benefitting the whole community (Conway, 2003). The 
values of the individuals and communities are connected to 
time, space, culture, believes and traditions, and witnessed 
in the funeral rites (Wilson & Chiveralls, 2013). The 
community and rites are important to hold onto when facing 
death. The new phenomenon of lonely death in Western 
culture and especially in Finland doesn’t sound human. 

The loss is at the same time individual and universal feeling. 
The grief is a process of two functions: the promise or hope 
of the reunion for those who believe in it, and a realization 
of the end and beginning of something new for the ones 
that don’t believe (White et. al., 2015). Ancestor worship for 
the dead is profound in the human psyche and people feel 
the connection with the deceased no matter what is their 
cultural or religious background (Honkasalo et al., 2015). 
When our ancestors and the ones we grief are absent, at 
the same time they are present, through memories, stories 
and in cultures and communities we live in.

Death is a natural part of life and follows birth inevitably. 
Humans are not exceptional in relation to other living 
species. Advanced medicine and technologies have 
complicated the definition of death itself. If thinking of body 
part donations and transplantations, life can be extended 
beyond the death. A dead person’s body parts can help 
many others continuing their lives. For example, the 
heart of a dead person can be made pumping in another 
person’s chest, or the face of the dead can be transplanted 
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to another person’s head still alive. For mourners, the 
continuation of the life of their dead loved ones, as body 
parts in others, can be confusing but also relieving. In 
the same way, thinking of dead humans continuing in 
other living or in an earth system in a way or another can 
be confusing and even unacceptable especially for the 
Westerners regardless of the believes.  On the other hand, 
as people feel the connectedness with their dead loved 
ones, it is common practice in many Western cultures to 
visit the grave plots and talk to the dead. It is also common 
to plant and take care of the flowers of the grave. This 
gardening tradition has also affected the grave places of the 
cremated remains, for example in Finland. Gardening by the 
grave can be part of the healing process for the mourners. It 
can be understood as one way of a continuing the existence 
of the love one, a visible and controllable and thus tangible 
for a human mind to handle.

Many graveyards in the West though, have very strict 
rules of what can be planted by the grave. In the US, 
lawn cemeteries are very common, without any flowers or 
personalization allowed. In Finland for example, in some 
cemeteries, only a few summer flowers are allowed. Those 
plants are not staying, but are composted and replaced with 
the winter versions. Gardening services have even become 
a side business in many graveyards. As gardening in the 
modern Western graveyards can be very restricted,  it can 
be more compelling just to buy the service, than follow 
the rules. For example, long-lasting flowers, wildflowers or 
trees are usually not allowed to be planted by the grave 
and the visual look, in general, is decided by the graveyard 
caretaker. Whereas graveyard gardening can be healing, it 
can be also frustrating and stressful with all the rules and 
restrictions especially if they are contradicting with the dead 
person’s wishes of the plants by the grave. If concentrating 
on the positive related to gardening by the grave, it can 
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become a key towards the regenerative end of life practices. 
Gardening itself is a great proof of how life circulates, how 
leaves fall, compost and nurture the ground. When this 
is understood, it lowers the level of accepting the same 
happening also to the human.

Gardening may be the key for starting natural burial or 
regenerative end of life movement in Finland where keeping 
the graveyard is restricted as a business. As there are 
plenty of costs keeping a graveyard, the gardening services 
could cover these costs. In other words, gardening business 
could be a way to go around the current Finnish burial law 
and able non-church owned graveyards. 

In the following, the post-mortem is described shortly from 
nutritive and decomposition point of view even though 
there are many other approaches to the phenomenon. 
The chosen aspect of the dead human body challenges 
the Western cultural norms and the perception of dignity 
and moral. Addition to that, the concentration is only in 
the biological human body excluding all nonmaterial such 
a spirit. The following aspects to investigate death are 
connected to a later part of the work and thus reasonable.

Per Olson (2015), a human body can be conceptualized as 
being sacred, a threat, political or metaphysical power, an 
aesthetic medium, as a source of nutrients, as a commodity, 
and as a form of material waste. All these conceptions 
reveal the different ways of understanding the dead corpse. 
None of the aspects is right or wrong. Together, they help to 
know the death better. (Olson, 2015) For example, a dead 
mammal is a rich resource of carbon, nitrogen, and water 
releasing them into the soil when decomposed (Carter et 
al., 2007), and humans are not different from mammals. In 
this work, I explore the human body from the nutrient point 
of view and touch the waste aspect as well.
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Dying is a process where organ systems and their 
coordination start to discontinue, leading to a final point 
of death (Buschmann & Tsokos, 2014). When blood 
circulation, respiration, and other life supporting factors stop 
functioning, the cells cannot maintain life (Stromberg, 2015). 
If the body is not destroyed by fire etc. but left in a neutral 
condition, it starts to decade immediately (Stromberg, 
2015; Fong, 2014). The main elements of the human 
corpse are oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. With 
calcium, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, sodium, chlorine, 
magnesium, iodine and iron, these 13 elements make 
99,9% of the total body mass (Niziolomski et al., 2016). 

Fresh Bloat Decay Dry

Figure 8. Four stages of decay

Per Vass (2001), decay is a complicated process and has 
been historically divided into four stages; fresh, bloat, 
decay and dry. Within a very short time, the dead starts 
to look, feel and smell different than when alive. The first 
fresh stage, when the cells start to break from inside out, 
is called autopsy (Vass, 2001). The bloated state usually 
begins after a few days of the death (Stromberg, 2015), 
with putrefaction which means that micro-organism like 
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bacteria and fungi begin releasing gases and odors (Vass, 
2001). The putrefaction draws the attention of other species, 
not just humans, but flies and insects of all kinds. These 
other species play a key role in the natural transformation 
process. During the decay stage, all the soft tissue of the 
body decomposes (Vass, 2001; Fong, 2014). The last dry 
stage is the final decomposing stage (Vass, 2001). During 
this skeletonizing, the corpse is reduced to bone, teeth and 
cartilage remain that goes finally into an inorganic chemical 
weathering (Dent et al., 2004). That can be fast or very 
slow, depending on the circumstances.

Very little attention is drawn to studies about decomposing 
human bodies from the regenerative point of view. Many 
of the research about burials are concentrated on the 
toxins and other negative aspects and too little studies are 
made on the positive. The fact is that human body is full of 
minerals and nutrients beneficial to the environment, and it’s 
often forgotten that the quality of human life itself depends 
on the natural forces of decay and renewal (Trautmann, 
2003). It may be very difficult or even disgusting for a 
Westerner to think of decomposing after death. Burning 
instead may feel less dirty, more pure and complete end 
whereas in decomposing the body continues its existence in 
a transformation process.

3.1 Development of postmortem in the West

Cultures and religions have developed their own unique 
rituals and traditions associated with funeral practices 
and mourning throughout the history. Whereas in some 
Western cultures and religions the body is seen sacred, in 
others, dead has no spiritual value. Burying and cremation 
have been the main methods to deal with the dead, and 
the popularity of these has varied. In the Western world, 
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modernization and industrialization have changed the old 
tradition of burial to favor cremation. Through the popularity 
of cremation, even the saying “from earth to earth” has 
a variation “from ashes to ashes”. The ancient Egyptians 
already practiced embalming (Ciappelli & Chiappelli, 2008), 
but the current method was developed during the American 
Civil War (1861-1865) to preserve the dead soldiers to 
be sent back home. (Walter 2005; Ciappelli & Chiappelli, 
2008). During the modernization of the West, embalming 
developed to a process where the blood of the deceased 
is first disposed via a regular wastewater system (Olson, 
2015), and then replaced with toxic and carcinogenic 
chemicals, especially formaldehyde (Ciappelli & Chiappelli, 
2008). Nowadays more than half of the Americans want 
to be embalmed when they die (Spade, 2013 and Spade, 
2015), no matter whether they will be cremated or buried. 
Recently embalming has become more popular in the 
United Kingdom and Australia (Ciappelli & Chiappelli, 2008). 

The number of the population grew rapidly in urban areas 
when Western societies started to industrialize. Since the 
death rates didn’t yet decline, the situation developed into 
a burial crisis. This crisis became a major social problem 
in the cities all over the West. Local municipalities tried 
to solve the problem the best way they could. During 
this crisis, two main solutions to solve the problem were 
approached; efficiency and specialization. The efficiency 
was seen through technical and medical rationality, 
whereas specialization realized in new professions such as 
pathologists, funeral directors, and cemetery entrepreneurs. 
(Walter, 2005) 

Different countries among the Western culture developed 
very different institutional ways to deal with the dead. 
Because old cemeteries run out of spaces, new cemeteries 
were built based on new modern principles of rationality 
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and specialization. They were more hygiene, efficient 
and represented the modern style. New cemeteries were 
managed not only by religious institutions but municipalities 
and businessmen, dependent on the country’s approach 
to deal with the burial crisis. The situation created new 
relationships such as businessman - customer, municipal 
official - a member of the public, and priest - parishioner 
(Walter, 2005). In Finland, institutions developed religious, 
even though the culture was secular. Italy, on the other 
hand, developed institutionally municipal but was culturally 
religious (Walter, 2005). On the contrary, culturally 
religious United States of America, the institution became 
commercial because churches were not interested in taking 
care of the dead (Walter, 2005). Related to the institutional 
aspect, a linkage of the attitudes towards the corpse itself 
can be noted. For a businessman, the corpse is a way 
to make money, and the attitudes vary depending on the 
customer. The businessman can also affect the mourner’s 
opinion. From a municipality point of view, the corpse is a 
waste, a contaminating, toxic threat to the public health. For 
the priest, the corpse is sacred. For the mourner, the corpse 
can be any of those, and much more. 

After the Second World War, as the West continued 
modernizing, the old approaches to burial crisis started 
to fade to make a way towards new reforms. The reasons 
were not the same as in the previous burial crisis but still 
based on the old approaches. Common thing amongst the 
Western cultures was more individualistic values, which in 
practice meant demand for personalization when dealing 
with death. (Walter, 2005) 
 
Per Walter’s (2005) research, Finnish church-state mix 
evolved, as a result of getting rid of foreign domination (as 
Finland became independent in 1917). In Finland, the state 
still authorizes and funds the church that organizes most 
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of the burial sites as well as burials and cremations for 
the citizens, regardless of their faith. The reform seems to 
have been stronger in many other countries than Finland 
but according to Walter (2005), the 21st century is likely to 
change the setting. As the institutional religiosity declines, 
the trust in the Church and membership decreases 
(Salminen, 2014). This may lead the church and institution 
in crisis. Walter (2005) explains that most likely functions 
related to burials will then be transferred away from the 
church and there will be more personalized possibilities 
related to death.

3.2 Current disposal practices in the West

Even that the practicalities of treating the post-mortem 
developed into different directions in the Western cultures, 
burial and cremation remained as main methods. It is 
surprising that all the modern development and population 
boom didn’t result in much development in how to treat the 
dead. 

Currently, the burial culture is undergoing a remarkable 
change in Western cultures, especially in the cities. Building 
new conventional burial sites is challenging, because the 
land is expensive, or there is no more land where to build 
big cemeteries (Üçisik, 1998). It is important to note that 
as Olson (2015) mentions, human remains have a social, 
economic and environmental impact, the same three 
areas that the sustainability triple bottom line is built on. 
Population in the big Western cities is growing fast and 
there is a pressure and need to use the land more for the 
living than for the dead. This current burial reform has a lot 
of similarities with the burial crisis that hit the West earlier 
but added with new phenomenon and challenges, for 
example, the refugee crisis.
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In the modern Western World, people seem to have 
drifted away from the death. The modernization resulted 
in a new relationship between life and death. It was now 
understood as a battle, or even as a war (Rose, 2004). 
Before modernization and industrialization, people in the 
Western cultures had a stronger connection to death. They 
were more used to see and touch dead bodies. Preparing 
a body of the loved one was a natural part of the mourning 
process and used to happen most commonly at home. On 
the contrary, nowadays dealing with dead bodies seems to 
be outsourced to specialists of all kind. Even death itself is 
often heavily medicalized and occurs in a hospital and not 
at home surrounded by the loved ones. 

For the modernized Westerners, death seems like a 
problem to be solved, like a project, with a start and an 
end. But this “project” and the process of it, especially for 
the mourners, is often unclear. There are not always clear 
guidelines or traditions to hold on to. Earlier those traditions 
and rituals were provided by the communities, such as the 
church. The new Western culture didn’t provide any new 
rituals to hold onto. This has led to a situation that it is a 
relief to the mourners to outsource the project to specialists, 
even that the cost and content of the “deal” can be unclear. 

Researchers are supporting the different end of life options 
depending on how the research is conducted and under 
what circumstances. It seems that most of the researchers 
prove the burying process itself more sustainable but on the 
contrary, commercial and even municipal institutions “sell” 
cremation as a sustainable option. Making life cycle analysis 
and comparing these processes is complex due to many 
variables and parameters. For example, usually for burials 
into the soil heavy gravestones are used whereas for urn 
there are different varieties. But heavy gravestones are not 
always used. The LCA studies should be conducted always 
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locally to give the best results. In Finland, such a scientific 
comparison studies between different methods don’t exist.

There seems to be no holistic and up to date research 
combining and analyzing general data about different types 
of post mortem processes in the world so nobody can 
understand the opportunities and challenges of human 
disposal now and in the future. Burning organic matter, 
that humans are, emits pollutants such as combustion 
gases NOx (nitrogen oxides), CO (carbon monoxides), 
SO2 (Sulfur dioxide), PM (particulate matter), heavy 
metals, dioxins, furans and other organic pollutants (Mari & 
Domingo, 2009). Adding there the coffin and cloth materials 
and body implants, such as pacemakers, silicone breast 
implant and teeth fillings like amalgam, the emissions are 
even worse. Whether buried or burnt, the toxins of humans 
go either invisible in the air or hidden into the ground or 
water.

The conventional funeral practices in Western cultures 
are not sustainable. These practices continue the cycle 
of toxicity (Lee, 2011), the whole infrastructure being 
unsustainable (Monaghan, 2009). Not only the toxins of 
humans themselves but also the toxins of the current 
products and practices, all pollute the environment (Lee, 
2011). The concentration should not be just in the toxins and 
how to make less damage, but holistically on how to make 
more goodness. 

In the Western culture, there seem to be more post mortem 
choices than ever before. The supply and demand are 
based on the wants of all stakeholders. A new phenomenon, 
for example, distant mourning through digital applications, 
as well as tailored funeral arrangements where you can 
prepay and -plan your own funerals beforehand so that 
you can get the kind of funeral you have been dreaming 
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of. There are even funerals where a fully plastinated and 
dressed up dead take part in their own goodbye parties, as 
still being alive. Almost every product and service that can 
be imagined is out there for the Western people to choose. 
On the other hand, loneliness and poverty are changing the 
materialistic and superficial Western death practices.

3.2.1 Cremation

The latest modern type of cremation process was studied 
and used in the concentration camps during the Second 
World War (Buschmann, 2014), witnessing the two 
principles of modernism; rationality and specialization. 
It didn’t get popular right away, but little by little, due to 
changes in cultural and religious attitudes (Buschmann, 
2014). Per Buschmann (2014), cremation is a trend and 
expected to continue being popular.  

Cremation was taken as a sustainable option until the 
concerns towards it increased (Kelly, 2012). The process 
produces small toxic particles and greenhouse gases 
(Wilson & Chiveralls, 2013) that are anthropogenic 
(Crutzen, 2002). The European Environment Agency 
(2016) lists nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, sulfur 
dioxide, particulate matter, mercury, non-methane volatile 
organic compounds and other heavy metals, as well as 
persistent organic pollutants such as dioxins and furans, 
as the main emissions of cremation. Regardless of this, the 
European Union has not made a specific recommendation 
for crematories (Mari & Domingo, 2009). Another 
environmental risk is radioactive substances (Buschmann, 
2014). These are often traces of a cancer treatment. When 
these corpses are burnt, radioactive nuclides can pass the 
filters to the atmosphere (Buschmann, 2014). Buschmann 
(2014) claims that corpses with radioactive substances 
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should not be cremated. Additional to the anthropogenic 
emissions, cremation consumes a lot of energy based on 
gas, electricity or oil (Mari & Domingo 2009). After all, since 
cremation causes such serious risks to the environment, it 
is not as sustainable as many thinks. Kelly (2012) states that 
all crematories are pollutive. 

The technical specifications may vary (Buschmann, 2014), 
but in general, the process begins by placing the body 
into a coffin and then the coffin is placed into a preheated 
cremation chamber to be burnt (European Environment 
Agency, 2016). The process takes usually 1,5-5 hours, at 
which time the organs and soft tissues burn to remains 
that weigh usually 2-4 kg’s (European Environment 
Agency, 2016). Finally, the unburnt parts are collected away 
(European Environment Agency, 2016). After separating 
the incombustible parts, the bone remains are crushed 
(Buschmann, 2014). The final “ash” is not actually ash, 
but pulverized bone fragments (Buschmann, 2014), that 
are also called cremains. The possibility to separate the 
incombustible matter from the cremains, and the fact that 
the result takes only a little space, is an environmental 
benefit of cremation. 

The “ash” of humans is not good as such to nature. This has 
been evidenced by several types of research. The cremains 
are not beneficial to growing plants and they can be even 
toxic (Niziolomski, 2016). Cremation transforms phosphorus 
of the bones to a highly stable rock phosphate that is 
insoluble to plants (Strand et al., 2008). What is more, the 
cremains don’t usually even enrich the soil (Niziolomski et 
al., 2016). The practicalities of cremation and how to treat 
the remains vary between the Western cultures. Currently, 
more than 50% of the population in Finland is cremated, 
and the rate is increasing. An interesting fact is that in big 
cities, where most of the population lives, the cremation 
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rate can be over 80%. On the contrary, the burial rate in the 
countryside can be very high. The number of cremations 
in Finland has increased constantly but not significantly in 
relation to population growth. (Suomen hautaustoiminnan 
keskusliitto Ry, 2016) Cremation is favored by municipalities 
and most of the citizens. It’s usually cheaper than 
conventional burial if you don’t have for example a family 
grave. Long distances can also explain why in areas far 
from big cities, burials are still popular. In Finland, the 
cremated remains can be buried, placed or scattered in 
a nominated and approved place only. It’s not allowed to 
divide the remains for example between family members, 
like in the United States of America. 

The cremation of a human body is an extreme postmortem 
practice which leaves only little biological evidence 
(Buschmann, 2014). The existing Western world, including 
science and culture, has benefited studying old human 
remains. If cremation continues its victory, there will be very 
little evidence from us to the future generations. After heavy 
consumption of energy, barely anything else than toxins are 
left behind (Spade, 2015). The modern Western culture is in 
danger to turn into nothingness in this sense. 

3.2.2 Burial

The decomposition in the soil is usually slower than in 
natural decay on the topsoil. (Dent et al., 2004). Many 
variants such as soil type, temperature, moisture, oxygen, 
and decomposers affect the decomposition under the 
ground (Niziolomski et al., 2016), but when the burial 
circumstances are favorable, the entire decomposition 
usually happens in 15-25 years. (Fiedler, 2003).

Per Plumwood (2012), the conventional Western death and 
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burial practices deny an idea of life as a circulation and 
humans as part of it. An example of this is that the bodies 
are put in a strong hardwood or steel coffins so that they 
protect and preserve the body from the environment and 
the environment from the body. These coffins are then 
purposely placed so deep into the ground, that they are too 
far from the flora and fauna activity. (Plumwood, 2012) The 
burial practices differ significantly in the Western culture. 
In the United States of America, burial typically includes 
embalming, hardwood and metal coffins, vaults and grave 
liners (Kelly, 2012). In Europe, the conventional burial is 
usually much more environmentally friendly and embalming 
is not commonly used. 

As the conventional Western burial practices are trying to 
preserve the dead bodies, they not only deny the death but 
as well poison the living and the whole environment (Lee, 
2011). These practices cause problems and delays to the  
decomposing process of the bodies and the coffins (Spade, 
2015). 

Natural burials have been practiced through all human 
existence (Spade, 2013). Orthodox, Jews, and Muslims 
have traditionally practiced burials that are considered 
green (Olson, 2014). In the modernized Western culture, 
natural (or green) burial movement started in the United 
Kingdom in the early 1990s and in the United States of 
America ten years later (Olson, 2014). Now it’s becoming 
in style in the rest of the Europe as well, even though still a 
niche. 

The core idea of the natural burial is the aim to have as little 
impact to the environment as possible (Kelly, 2015) and that 
the bodies are not embalmed and they are covered with 
natural materials (Spade, 2013). Natural burial respects 
the decay and encourages the body to engage with it 
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immediately. (Kelly, 2015 & Spade, 2013). The corpse is not 
understood as dangerous but as a nutritive entity (Olson, 
2014). In a natural burial, the human remains are integrated 
back into nature as a viable part of the ecosystem. When 
the human body is buried in the soil this way, it starts to 
nourish it (Kelly, 2012). From this point of view, humans 
become food for other living (Kelly, 2012, Plumwood, 
1996; Plumwood, 2007; Plumwood, 2012) Decay, when 
organic material turns naturally into nutrients, carbon and 
hydrogen, supporting the conditions of new life, is called 
biodegradation (Trautmann, 2003). In the biodegradation 
process, bacteria, insects, worms, fungi and other organs 
eat the dead and transform it into new forms. From this 
perspective, green burial stretches the boundaries of human 
life (Kelly, 2012), as death is understood as an extension of 
life (Staudt & Ellens, 2014). Natural burial also challenges 
the Western ethics and moral. It also destroys the image of 
humans as masters of life and nature, the whole worldview 
that the modernized West is based on.

Natural burials usually require an active family and 
community involvement. The attendees of the funeral are 
participants and not just spectators. This includes, for 
example, digging the grave, preparing the body, carrying 
it, and finally burying it into the grave. (Kelly, 2012) Usually 
natural burial grave is shallower than conventional burial so 
that the bodies are out of reach from the wild animals but 
enough near the flora and fauna.  

A study from 2015 in the United States of America reveals 
interesting statistics regarding cremation and green burials. 
In 2015, 65 percent of adults over the age of 40 indicated 
that they would be interested in cremation. The surprise is 
that 64 percent is also interested in green burials. In 2010, 
only 43 percent were interested in green burials. (Funeral 
and Memorial Information Council, 2016) It is probable 
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that green burials are slowly becoming a real competitor to 
cremation already in the United States of America. 
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Figure 9. Mindmap of the mindsets between natural burial 
and common conventional practices.

3.2.3 Resomation

Resomation is a new method created to be a sustainable 
alternative to burial and cremation (Sullivan, 2015). It is 
also known as alkaline hydrolysis and marketed as green 
cremation and bio-cremation (Olson, 2014). Currently, 
Resomation is practiced in the United States of America, 
Britain, and Canada (Wilson & Chiveralls, 2013). The 
process is like cremation but instead of using fire, the 
body gets dissolved into its chemical components in a 
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heated mixture of water and alkali (Sullivan, 2015). After the 
process, the corpse is reduced to organic fluid and bone 
remains, that are then crushed into a powder (Sullivan, 
2015; Wilson & Chiveralls, 2013), similarly as in cremation. 
The organic fluid is sterile and may be disposed to the 
sanitary water system (Sullivan, 2015).

3.3. Examples of posthumous innovations
 
There seems to be a growing demand for more sustainable 
funerary products and practices. This demand cannot be 
met by only concentrating on traditional processes and 
developing them. 
 
As societies change, so does the approach to religions and 
rituals (Crabtree, 2010). What is now considered unethical 
or forbidden might be widely accepted in the future. For 
example, cremation as a method studied and used in the 
Nazi’s extermination camps to murder Jew’s, become 
widely acceptable and popular throughout the world just 
some decades later. On the other hand, some old methods 
treating corpses have become unacceptable. For example, 
an Iranian Zoroastrian tradition was to let dead bodies to 
be exposed to carrion birds in the towers of silence (En.
wikipedia.org, 2017). This practice was continued until 
the 1970’s when the old ritual was prohibited by law (En.
wikipedia.org, 2017). 
 
Emerging grassroots innovations related to human remain 
disposal are a critical reflection of the current. Innovations 
in disposal practices have historically started from the 
grassroots. (Monaghan, 2009) Increasing demand for more 
sustainable mortuary options is revolutionizing the way 
we are used to treating our dead (Kelly, 2012). The whole 
Western funeral industry needs a reform. The Western 
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businesses are designed in a linear way to consume 
resources and create waste (Capra, 1994). These business 
models would need to transform to cyclical processes of 
nature where no waste is created (Capra, 1994). Developing 
new death practices will need a collaborative collective, 
a movement that shows the direction (Kelly, 2012). This 
grassroots community needs to challenge the Western 
thinking, the science, medicine, laws, and regulations, as 
well as the whole industry and institutions (Kelly, 2012). The 
need is already there, especially in growing big cities where 
the cemetery spaces are depleting at the same time as 
populations are increasing and on the other hand where the 
air gets even more polluted.

3.3.1 Method based necro waste ideas

Cryomation and biomethanization are based on dedicated 
methods to take care of the remains as necro waste. They 
concentrate on the efficient and rapid management of the 
human corpse.
 
Swedish biologist Susanne Wiigh-Mäsak is working 
on a new concept called promession. Promession is a 
cryomation process based on the principle of recycling 
the organic materials through freeze drying. It is still 
under concept and development phase (Bardini, 2014; 
Staudt & Ellens, 2014). In the process, the corpse is first 
submerged and frozen in liquid nitrogen and then vibrated 
so that is shattered. The remains are then dried into a 
powder. In cryomation, all metals can be collected from the 
remains and the result takes only a little space similarly 
as in cremation. (Bardini, 2014) The advance compared 
to cremation is that there are not mercury emissions into 
the atmosphere because the process doesn’t include 
combustion.
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Whereas cryomation sounds very technical solution, 
biomethanization is a process to decompose organic matter 
anaerobically. It breaks down organic matter and transforms 
it into a methane, carbon dioxide, and nutrient fluid. 
Biomethanization is currently used to dispose of animals 
but can be used as well to decompose humans rapidly. 
Methane from the process can be collected and used to 
produce energy or heat. In other words, a human could pay 
back the carbon emissions caused during the lifetime by 
producing biogas after death. (Staudt & Ellens, 2014)

3.3.2 University and research projects

University and research-based innovations have all started 
as University projects and then continued beyond. Death 
Lab is clearly a collaboration and multidisciplinary based 
project, whereas Infinity Burial Project and Adressing Death 
have clearly individual approaches. The Urban Death 
Project is somewhere in between multidisciplinary but 
strongly around the initiator. 

The Urban Death Project is founded by an architect Katrina 
Spade. The multidisciplinary project is ahead of time and 
revolutionizing the idea of conventional burial into the 
ground by using decomposition process based on the 
principles of livestock composting. The Urban Death Project 
has test-composted 6 human bodies by now based on the 
technique. The goal of the project is to help cities taking 
care of their dead and creating spaces for mourning. The 
Urban Death Project has its roots in Spade’s Master thesis 
where she researched and explored death. As an outcome, 
she designed a human composting and mourning facility. 
(Spade, 2013)
  
Infinity Burial Project; Mushroom Death suite is a research 
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and design project by Jae Rhim Lee. It’s based on an idea 
of decomposing human corpses by fungus. Thus, Lee has 
designed a cotton textile suit including the fungal spores 
which are supposed to utilize the nutrients in human and to 
remediate toxins of the human body back into the soil. (Lee, 
2011) 

Adressing Death is a doctoral research of Pia Interlandi, 
a fashion designer whose work often relates to death as a 
scientific and psychological concept. She is also interested 
in textile manipulation and garment transformation. Her 
work consists of three main creative projects; Dissolvable 
Garments, Body Moulds, and The Pig Project, which are 
put together in the work “Garments of the Grave”. Interlandi’s 
research is explorative, understanding how bodies and 
garments are dissolving when decomposed. She also 
stretches her role as a designer, which transforms during 
the process into a maker, sculptor, scientist, celebrant, 
dresser and death-wear facilitator. (Interlandi, 2012 and 
Interlandi, 2013) She also attaches to her work, an intimate 
personal story and experiences. 

Death Lab is a trans-disciplinary research and design space 
in Columbia University rethinking and studying the spaces 
and rituals of mortality and reconceiving how we live with 
death. Death Lab designs and rethinks human disposition 
alternatives, including studies on how mushrooms and 
bacteria could dispose of the bodies faster and help to 
absorb the toxic in human corpses. Death Lab produces 
revolutionary ideas on how cities could accommodate the 
human remains of their residents. One of the core ideas 
is to expand the forms of intimate and social mourning 
by supporting spaces that are ecologically progressive. 
(Rothstein, 2016) 

Body farms are forensic research centers dedicated to 
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forensic anthropology and related fields such as criminology. 
The bodies are donated for research. These centers 
provide research, training and other services. (Forensic 
Anthropology Center, 2017, Killgrove, 2015) Local ecology 
and the soil microbes, as well as the climate, influences 
the decomposition of a human corpse and therefore the 
location is vital to the forensic research (Enserink, 2007). 
There are currently about a dozen forensic research areas 
around the world, most of them in the United States of 
America. The first European research center is going to 
be opened in the Netherlands, Amsterdam during 2017 
(Enserink, 2007). 

3.3.3. Design and art based death projects

There are many design and art based projects related to 
death around the globe. With these projects, design acts as 
a tool to make people think death and what is appropriate. 
For example, plastinated corpses of the Body Worlds 
caused plenty of criticism in the beginning but still crossed 
the chasm and became very popular. Figurative coffins, on 
the other hand, are based on happiness and celebration of 
the funerals, which is odd in Western culture. 

Capsula Mundi is a concept and a start-up project of Anna 
Zitelli and Raoul Bretzel. In 2003 Capsula Mundi concept 
idea was exhibited for the first time in Salone del Mobile 
exhibition in Italy. The aim of the project was to raise 
awareness of death and challenge people to think about 
it. It is also exploring the role of designers in a society. 
Capsula Mundi, originally, was an idea of an egg-shaped 
coffin where the corpse would be put in fetal position and 
then buried in the soil. The nutrients of the decomposing 
human body are assumed to feed the tree. As the burial 
place grows, it will become a sacred forest. The coffin is 
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designed to be made of natural starch plastic and it is still 
under development. Besides of the coffin, Capsula Mundi 
also resulted in a bioplastic egg shape urn that is based on 
the same principles. It is currently in production and for sale 
for humans and their pets. (Capsulamundi.it, 2017)

Figurative coffins used in Ga culture achieved international 
recognition as art pieces when exhibited for the wide 
Western audience in 1989. The exhibition was called Les 
Magiciens de la Terre and it was held at the Musée National 
d’Art Moderne in Paris. (Tschumi, n.d.) Even though the 
Westerners understood the coffins as design objects, they 
had deeper roots in the Ga culture as copies of family 
palanquins, a conveyance used to carry a person. The 
design of the palanquin was based on the family emblem 
(Tschumi & Foster, 2013). The figurative coffins are usually 
made of carved wood and they are panted with bright colors 
and are formed even into funny forms.

Body Worlds is a series of exhibitions of plastinated human 
and animal corpses and parts, focused on understanding 
the human body and its functions. The plastination 
preservation process used in the specimen is developed by 
an anatomist scientist Gunther Von Hagens. The exhibitions 
travel around the world. Even though the Body Worlds 
exhibitions are artistic with lifelike poses of the corpses, 
the primary goal is educational. The exhibitions may help 
people to become more aware of the human body and 
the naturalness and the anatomical beauty of it. Body 
worlds show how every human being is unique. (Institute of 
Plastination, 2017)
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We Are a Circle        

“We are a circle
With no beginning and never ending”

(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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LIFE
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4. Life after death

Death is not an end. It’s not the opposite of life either, just 
as living is not the opposite of dying (Staudt & Ellens, 2014). 
Life continues. It is a never-ending cycle of growth and 
decomposition, between living and nonliving (Trautmann, 
2003), or as Capra (1994) describes, a cycle of energy 
and matter. This continuous cycle creates an ecosystem 
where there is no waste (Capra, 1994). Per Trautmann 
(2003), this cycle of living and nonliving is the basis for all 
life. In the decomposition, all organic materials turn into 
nutrients, carbon, and hydrogen and therefore support the 
conditions of new life (Trautmann, 2003). Humans are not 
an exception, but part of this same cycle. When human 
body decays, it is also productive and creates new life (Lee, 
2011). Life continues as well through the descendants of the 
dead. The continuity is about understanding an individual’s 
life in a bigger sustaining point of view, as a connection with 
nature, and even with the whole earth (Plumwood, 1993). 
The continuity means dying and living together, being eaten 
and eating together so that flesh becomes food and turns to 
soil nourishing other living (Lee, 2011, Spade, 2013).

4.1 Life in the Modernized West 

As Plumwood (1993, p. 102) explains, modern Western 
culture suffers from the meaninglessness of life, and on 
the contrary, the meaninglessness of death as well. There 
is a need for a new common truth based on sustainability 
(Plumwood, 1993, p. 195-196). It should be a holistic 
worldview that understands that all living systems are 
connected (Reed 2007). Rethinking human identity and 
its relations to nature means also rethinking of death 
(Plumwood, 1993, p. 102). For the Western culture, it’s 
revolutionary to rethink life and death, in ways which are 
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sustaining life, because it would mean accepting the death 
(Plumwood, 1993, p. 102). There is a physical and spiritual 
distance in the current communities in the West. According 
to Reed (2007), the current worldview is fragmented. If 
there is fragmentation, it means, that there are subgroups 
or individuals who are not really part of the network (Capra, 
1994). In the West, family members and individuals in the 
communities often believe in different truths. People may 
also be scattered around the world and feel rootless. On the 
other hand, the Western world is getting more multicultural 
and slowly the old truths are transforming and getting 
mixed with others. Diversity can also generate prejudice; it 
can generate friction, even violence (Capra, 1994). On the 
other hand, there is also one concern. As the Western way 
of life, as well as death, becomes more widely adopted by 
a rapidly growing world population, the global threats will 
accelerate. (Steffen et al., 2005) 

People used to have stronger connections to traditions 
and common beliefs. In a contemporary Western World, a 
common truth as such doesn’t exist. Many of the problems 
of today could be solved through radical changes in the 
way humans perceive and value things. (Capra, 1994) But it 
would require so fundamental change that it would lead to a 
totally new worldview. (Capra, 1994)

4.2 Reconceptualization of humans

Human manages the planet but in an unconnected, 
unhealthy ways driven by needs and wants (Steffen et al., 
2005). The power of abstract thinking made humans to treat 
the nature as if it was made to be used by different interest 
groups Reed, 2007) Understanding humans as masters 
and consumers of the earth is generally taken as self-
evident fact (Barnett, 2016). Other points of views are often 
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dismissed as profane (Barnett, 2016). 

In modern Western culture, humans are victors, not as 
victims and humans becoming food for other species is 
usually unthinkable (Plumwood,1996 and Plumwood, 
2012). Fundamental reconceptualization of humans as 
animals and as part of the ecosystem is to see us useful 
to the others (Plumwood, 2012), as a volume of the 
biomass (Monaghan, 2009), and even as part of the food 
chain (Kelly, 2015 and Plumwood,1996). Humans are not 
exceptional in relation to other animals and plants (Barnett, 
2016). Natural systems are circular so that nothing is 
wasted: one’s waste is another’s fortune and death is not 
the end since it nurtures new life (Suzuki et al., 1997). 

“The whole is more than the sum of its parts” (Capra, 
1994, p. 29). What this means is that the networks and 
relationships between the parts are what is crucial and 
makes the sum being more (Capra, 1994, p. 29). Humans 
should change the mental model to be able to understand 
better how the universe functions (Reed, 2007). The 
interactions and relationships between the parts are crucial 
properties of the living system (Capra, 1994, p. 29). The 
interactions with the complex systems of the environment 
and the society have an impact on the whole ecosystem 
(Ashby, 2009). Reconceptualization of humans as part of 
living systems will help to build healthy and sustainable 
communities, and through that, to heal the planet (Reed, 
2007).

4.3. Regenerative life

Humans live in a closed system in the earth’s biosphere. 
The current Holocene time has been stable, but as humans 
have been influencing the planet’s life-supporting systems, 
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the Holocene time is transferring to Anthropocene (Steffen 
et al., 2005), and per Crutzen (2002), Anthropocene 
has already started. Planetary boundaries are alarming 
(Rockström et al., 2009), but also positive actions are taken: 
regenerative developments and even regenerative design. 
Can Western world start to think of humans themselves 
being 100% regenerative, being fully recyclable, more giving 
back to earth than taking from it?
 
Regenerative thinking focuses on the evolution of the whole 
systems point of view. It also includes humans as part of 
it. Healthy relationships in the systems can only be built, 
when engaging all participants in it. Healing of the system 
can be achieved by connecting humans with other, even 
with the earth systems. This means that humans actively 
participate in the environment. (Reed, 2007) A healthy 
living system means continuous learning through feedback, 
reflection, and dialogue with others. This would lead to a 
consciousness and spirit of the people and make them 
engaged with and space. (Reed, 2007) By understanding 
humans not only part of the current community but as part 
of the deceased ancestors, humans can be seen being 
part of an ecological and ancestral community, as an earth 
community (Plumwood, 2012).

4.4 Destructive life

The planet’s carrying capacity has already exceeded 
(Rockström et al., 2009). Per Shiva (1989), the earth is 
already dying and the death of nature is central to the threat 
to survival. But there is hope. The earth is still alive. Where 
there is life, there are always networks and the problems 
can be solved through these networks (Capra, 1996, p. 3 
and p. 29). 
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The key thing to human survival is how to heal the damage 
already caused (Reed, 2007). Only sustainable solutions 
are viable (Capra, 1994). The destructive ones will lead 
to death. The best way to start healing is to start in the 
places where we live in, in our communities and our land 
(Reed, 2007). But the cruel reality is that many cities are 
now running out of burial spaces and some already did. 
Because of the increasing world population, it is important 
that countries and communities around the world seek 
sustainable solutions to reduce the environmental impacts 
of the current post-mortem.

Every member of the system needs to support the other 
in a mutual and beneficial way (Reed, 2007). Social and 
cultural environments are needed to solve the problems 
without destroying the possibilities of the future generations 
to satisfy their needs (Capra, 1994). Every living community 
is evolving and learns from the mistakes because it 
reacts to the feedback that it receives (Capra, 1994). 
Learning is vital for humans surviving towards and through 
Anthropocene. Through healing, regeneration, the era could 
even be transformed into a new period where the human is 
not the center of everything. Humans may never be able to 
return to the stable period of the Holocene. It’s not utopian, 
but through regeneration, a new livable future even for 
humans is possible.

4.5 Utopia of a regenerative human

The idea of regenerative life to heal the earth seems 
utopian if cremation continues its victory and even more 
people around the world will be cremated in the future. 
Cremation seems to be cheaper for all from individuals 
to institutions and nations. The cost will be high for the 
environment. At the end, humans themselves are going 
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to pay the prize. Tragic, but after all the damage humans 
have made, the planet doesn’t need humans to save it 
(Anderson, 2015). 

Walpole et al. (2012) have calculated that the global 
average adult human body mass is 62 kg. It can be 
calculated by using the World population data sheet 
(2016), that the annual biomass of all dead humans in 
2016 weighed approximately 3,6 billion (3.558 million) kg. 
That is a huge amount of biomass just from us, humans. 
That biomass includes approximately 2.3 billion (2.313 
million) kg of oxygen, 658 million kg of carbon, 338 million 
kg of hydrogen and 113 million kg of nitrogen (Niziolomski 
et al., 2015; Walpole et al., 2016; World population data 
sheet, 2016). All those and the rest elements of the human 
corpse, are useful and needed for the earth, in their natural 
condition. 

The reason for calculating the biomasses was to show that 
the ecological problems are not only related to the life of 
the humans but the focus should be also in the death and 
what humans leave behind, including the biomass itself. 
Increasing human biomass, because of the population 
growth, will have significant consequences to the overall 
ecological footprint of human species (Walpole et al., 2012), 
no matter how we dispose of the dead.

A lot of energy and resources today is used to dispose of all
that rich biomass in the crematoriums and from an 
ecological point of view human corpses are then treated like
waste. Opposing to the approach of seeing human body as
a valuable biomass, waste-directed approach “Necro-waste”
as Olson (2015) calls it, encourages thinking further than
disposal. It helps to examine the production and 
consumption, supply, and demand; all that produces the
funeral waste (Olson, 2015).
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McClellan et al. (2014) state that the biggest challenge of 
human existence is to find solutions on how to reduce the 
consumption and at the same time to improve the humanity 
itself. On the other hand, Reed (2007), emphasizes a shift 
from doing things to nature to participate as partners with 
and as nature. New strategies and actions are needed 
to support the bio-capacity and biodiversity enabling the 
human existence in the future. (McClellan et al., 2014) 
The life on the planet depends on the unique biosphere of 
nature that is non-tradable (Plumwood,1993). That is why 
the regenerative approach is the only way for a human 
surveillance. In respect to the whole ecosystem, it is a must 
to re-evaluate the humanity and see death as a natural part 
of the cycle of life. It’s also a must to re-evaluate the whole 
consumption around life and death. 
 
If humans learn to take a full advantage of the 
decomposing, it would be possible to maintain the soil 
fertility and through that, the growing amount of people 
on the planet. This would mean learning how to cultivate 
bacterial, fungal, and invertebrate organisms to produce and 
utilize compost and useful biomass (Myles, 2013). Humans 
contributing to the ecosystem through biodegrading 
themselves would not just be utilizing the system but being 
part of it. Regenerative funeral practices such as natural 
burial in the means of composting, will in its best, transform 
human flesh to a soil to nourish other living.
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Earth my body

“Earth my body water my blood
Air my breath and fire my spirit”
            
(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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I Am a Walking Tree

“I am a walking tree I am a walking tree

My feet on the ground my head in the sky
My heart joins together the two to one to be”
            
(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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CELLULOSE
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5. Cellulose, a super material from Finland

Before it was officially discovered, cellulose has been
used for energy, building material, and clothing already
for thousands of years (Klemm et al., 2005). The human 
culture has its roots in the Egyptian papyrus (Klemm et al., 
2005), full of cellulose fibers (El-Meligy & Wahba, 2002). 
In other words, our current culture is based on cellulose. 
Related to human development, cellulose has had a vital 
part in people’s lives for example through clothing, literacy 
and enhanced hygiene. It has helped people to enlarge 
their understanding through education and to achieve 
higher standards of living and longer lives. Cellulose has 
been and continues being an important part of human 
development. Post fossil fuel era will be dependent on 
renewable sources and cellulose will have an important role 
replacing petroleum-based materials. Renewable sources 
and especially cellulose will be so vital for human survival 
through Anthropocene, that new era after fossil fuels could 
be called cellulose era or even cellulose society.
 
Per Setälä & Tammelin (2017), cellulose is one of the most 
common biopolymers in the world. Plants, bacteria, algae, 
and fungi produce it every year through photosynthesis from 
carbon dioxide (Keijsers et al., 2013), and thus it is a crucial 
compound in relation to climate change (Koskenlaakso, 
2017). Currently, forests are commonly used as a resource 
of cellulose but the cultivation of for example bacteria to 
produce it could change the game. Bergqvist (2017) expects 
that the demand for cellulose fibers will grow significantly 
in the future. Continuing using forests as a source of fibers 
might become sustainably impossible. As a solution to 
the challenge, Klemm et al. (2005) have discovered that 
a cultivation of bacteria could cover all human needs of 
cellulose in the future. Mihranyan (2010) adds that one 
alternative source could be Cladophora, green algae 
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polluting especially The Baltic Sea. Mihranyan (2010) 
continues that the algae contain highly crystalline cellulose 
and has unique properties. It could even solve serious 
environmental problems that occur during the seasonal 
blooming of the algal (Mihranyan, 2010). New sources of 
cellulose may change the role of forests in the future. 

Cotton has caused one of the biggest man-made 
environmental disasters as the Aral Sea has almost 
disappeared due to water usage for cotton cultivation 
(Hämmerle, 2011). Cellulose from forests or bacteria can 
replace not only oil based products but also for example 
cotton. Per Hämmerle (2011), it is environmentally friendly 
to substitute cotton with man-made cellulose fibers. Cotton 
production is going to decline because the fields are needed 
more for food than fiber production due to population 
growth (Bergqvist, 2017). As the population of the world is 
growing and the availability of cotton as well as petroleum-
based fibers are declining, it means that the need for other 
renewable fiber sources is increasing. This need may bring 
Finland great opportunities in the future. Finland is an 
optimal combination to produce cellulose because it has 
plenty of fresh waters and forests. Cellulose from Finland 
beats cotton in sustainability. For example, Spinnova, a 
yarn directly produced from pulp can save 99 percent of 
water and 80 percent of energy compared to cotton yarn 
production (Koskenlaakso, 2017). Life cycle analyses also 
prove that man-made cellulosic fibers have much smaller 
carbon footprint than cotton (Hämmerle, 2011).

Finland’s pulp industry has transformed significantly in 
the past few years because the financial situation started 
to improve, leading to a turning point (Koskenlaakso, 
2017). The turning point was not only financial but also 
fundamental. Before the transformation, forest-based 
industries created various amounts of wood-based waste, 
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but through the fundamental change, all components 
from wood and plants were used and nothing was wasted 
anymore (Koskenlaakso, 2017). Now the Finnish forestry 
industry is taking its first steps in the circular economy. 
The circular economy is not only about business and 
environment, it’s a new way of thinking and doing, 
especially through breaking the silos and sharing. As a 
response to the growing global importance of renewable 
resources and environmentally compatible materials, 
scientific and technological research in the field of cellulose 
has risen remarkably (Klemm et al., 2005). The challenge is 
utilizing all this know-how, especially in Finland.

Even though the forestry sector has been forced to bring 
out new ideas and ways of working, to achieve innovations 
and success, cellulose-based high-value development 
should happen in multidisciplinary collaboration instead of 
in silos. Instead of low value-added pulp, Finland should 
export high-value products (Koskenlaakso, 2017). There 
are numerous possibilities for designing with cellulose. It 
can be processed to be rigid or flexible, even transparent 
(Koskenlaakso, 2017). Nanocellulose can be added into 
composites that can be almost as strong as aluminum. 
Currently, nano- and micro-cellulose, cellulose films and 
3D-printing of cellulose are making their breakthroughs 
(Koskenlaakso, 2017). Foamed cellulose could replace 
petroleum-based polymer foams, not only in packaging but 
for example in building construction and furniture industry. 
Foam-forming techniques can be used to increase resource 
efficiency (Koskenlaakso, 2017). In practice, this means that 
less material is needed and the end results will be lighter.
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The spirit of the Plants

“The spirit of the plants
Has come to me
In the form of a beautiful
Dancing green woman

Her eyes fil l me with peace
Her dance fil ls me with joy”
            
(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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Ancient Mother

“Ancient mother I hear you calling
Ancient mother I hear your song
Ancient mother I hear your laughter
Ancient mother I taste your tears”
            
(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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FINLAND
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6. Finland

This year, Finland will turn 100 years old independent 
nation, young, but with strong forest based roots slithering 
deep in the earth. Despite the past wars, people live now 
in peace and the quality of life is high. People in Finland in 
general are down to earth, modest and have still a special 
connection to nature.

6.1 Postmodern Finland

Finland is a safe and resilient democracy where everyone 
has a right for their beliefs and opinions. Nowadays there is 
not just one Finland that shares the same values and the 
way of thinking. Instead of oneness and one community, 
people are individuals and at the same time part of smaller 
likeminded communities, simultaneously often to many, in 
real and virtual lives. From this point of view, people can 
have many identities in these different groups. Often the 
ones that have many connections are more successful 
than the ones that don’t. There is also a “silo”-challenge 
across the Finnish society, in schools and universities, 
municipalities, businesses and institutions. Sharing, 
participation and togetherness happens more inside the 
communities and not between them. On the other hand, 
loneliness and isolation is a big problem in current Finland. 
If you don’t fit in, you are out. 

Despite the chasms, one of the core values in Finland is 
equality. Finland and Finnish culture seems homogenous 
at the first sigh but behind the curtains tough, there is also 
fragmentation and opposing voices. The decision makers 
do not always have the courage to stand for the ones not 
sharing the unity nor the beliefs of the rest. 
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The Evangelical-Lutheran Church and the Orthodox Church 
have such a special relationship with the Finnish state that 
they can be considered as state churches even though they 
have a high level of autonomy from the government (The 
Freedom of Thought Report, 2016). The religious church 
and secular state and its institutions are interconnected in 
complex ways in Finland. Even though Finland is a secular 
state, in general it is culturally Christian and appreciates 
Christian values. 

The special relationship of the two churches with the state 
is protected with the church law, which is itself protected 
by constitutional law (The Freedom of Thought Report, 
2016). Separating the state and the church would require 
the support of the Church and Parliament and a change 
of the constitutional law (The Freedom of Thought Report, 
2016). The power and popularity of the state churches is 
currently decreasing and there are indications for separation 
and diversification. The overall religious involvement is 
decreasing in Finland (Ketola et al., 2014). 

Currently Finland is getting growing amounts of influences 
from other cultures as well as religions. The state has 
realized this and is supporting the collaboration between 
different religious groups (Uskontojen vuoropuhelun 
edistäminen, 2017). There seems to be a need to re-
evaluate the current roles and responsibilities between the 
secular and religious institutions and communities. 

The stability of Finland may change do to wicked problems 
and the related consequences it will arise. Finland is not 
isolated from the global challenges and the whole society 
including the institutions and businesses need to adapt to 
the new situation. The old Western methods of survival may 
not work in the future and the Western or Christian way of 
thinking is not the only true way. People’s lives are going to 
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change and along that, the culture and beliefs will change 
as well. 

6.2 Forest Finland

Bio-based economy is changing the current industries 
(Keijsers et al., 2013). Growth, declining natural resources, 
loss of biodiversity and climate change is challenging also 
Finland because it’s not isolated from the global problems. 
As one solution, Finland is planning to be a low-carbon 
and resource-efficient society combined with a sustainable 
economy, a bio-economy (The Finnish Bioeconomy 
Strategy, 2014). Bio-economy is based on the use of 
renewable natural resources and recyclable materials 
and its opposite is the current fossil fuel based economy 
(Kosonen, 2013). The most important renewable resources 
in Finland are biomass and freshwater, and the backbone 
of the bio-economy is the Finnish forests (The Finnish 
Bioeconomy Strategy, 2014). The Finnish Bioeconomy 
Strategy expects that combining the biomass resources 
and expertise with a new type of collaboration across 
science, government, and businesses, Finland can develop 
new sustainable solutions that are globally remarkable. 
(The Finnish Bioeconomy Strategy, 2014). There is a lot of 
potential in Finland. 

Combining all goals set by the strategy is a complicated 
challenge, even a mission impossible. Bio-economy should 
be thoroughly sustainable and sustainable economy has 
conflicting interpretations. The strategy is problematic also 
because it sees humans as masters and not as participants 
with nature. The strategy is based on continuous and strong 
growth. It sees consuming Finnish forests as the key answer 
to the success of Finland’s economy. In one part, the 
strategy encourages innovations and creating value-added 
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products, but on the other part, it glorifies wood-based fuel, 
bio-oil. Fuel is just fuel. Making fuel out of Finnish forests 
doesn’t sound very sustainable.

In general, the Finnish Bio-economy Strategy is based 
on the idea taking from nature, but it doesn’t mention 
even once anything about giving back to nature. Since 
regeneration and healing strategies are viable in the long 
run, the bio-economy strategy should change the focus 
towards a circular economy, or regenerative economy that 
are caring for nature. Finns have a strong respect for the 
sustainable use of the forests as they are important for 
their daily lives as leisure (Smy.fi, 2016). With the current 
bio-economy boom and strategy for success, there can be 
a threat of overusing or spoiling the precious renewable 
resources of Finland; forests and freshwaters. 

Forests are not just for consumption for businesses. 
Finnish forests are special because of the legislation and 
everyman’s right guarantee multiple uses of the forests, 
even the privately owned (Smy.fi, 2016). The legislation 
related to Finnish forests is based on sustainability with 
three equally important areas: social, ecological and 
economical (Smy.fi, 2016). It follows Elkington’s (1997) triple 
bottom line framework of sustainable business. 

In practice, the legislation means multiple things, such as 
the widespread ownership of the forests and free access 
into the forests guaranteed by the everyman’s rights (Smy.
fi, 2016). Everyman’s right belongs to everyone, not only 
Finnish in Finland but anyone visiting Finland. 
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6.3 Post mortem Finland

The Finnish burial law doesn’t regulate the post-mortem 
products nor details of the many practices. No ministry has 
taken actions towards the regulations. Because of the lack 
of governmental interest and guidance, the Central Burial 
Union Association of Finland (Suomen Hautaustoiminnan 
Keskusliitto Ry) has made recommendations regarding 
the coffins and urns. The association though is not a 
neutral actor to make such recommendations. It is closely 
connected with the funeral businesses whose objectives 
are making a profit. The association may not also have the 
latest know-how of the sustainable material development 
and scientific research related to cremation and burial. Even 
though the current recommendation is better than nothing, 
the disposal of the human bodies should be linked with 
the government sustainability policies and thus offer more 
sustainable solutions for the public (Monaghan, 2009). 
There seems to be no interest in changing nor renewing 
the system or the burial law in Finland. Government 
involvement would require modernization of the whole 
system (Monaghan, 2009). 

European Environment Agency (EEA) of European Union 
states that the cremation coffin can be made of cardboard, 
fiberboard, cloth covered fiberboard, or traditional finished 
wood. EEA has also indicated through their research, that 
the cremation emissions can be reduced even more by 
using fiberboard coffins instead of the traditional finished 
wood ones. (Deslauriers et al., 2017). This suggestion 
conflicts clearly with the Central Burial Union Association 
of Finland’s recommendation which requires that all coffins 
for burial and cremation need to be wood-based including 
chipboard, wood chip, plywood, wood board or MDF. 

Corrugated board coffins tried to make their way to Finnish 
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markets but they didn’t succeed due to some bad quality 
and few bad experiences. Understandably the Finnish 
associations and many of the funeral businesses were 
against the corrugated board coffins. Not only the quality 
claims but also negative image of the corrugated board 
was expanded invoking the dignity of the dead. In other 
countries, corrugated board coffins are widely used. There 
seems to be a common misconception and misleading 
information about corrugated board material in relation to 
coffins in Finland. 

A multidisciplinary working committee including university 
and government collaboration to continue the current 
recommendation would be beneficial to all, especially to 
the environment. The questionnaire contributed to the 
funeral professionals in this study show that the atmosphere 
regarding post mortem products and practices in Finland 
lacks innovations and experimental perspectives. The law 
and regulations are not fully supporting the sustainable 
development of the area. 

The burial law of Finland allows registered communities 
to start their own burial grounds or crematoriums 
(Hautaustoimilaki, 2003a). It’s not allowed to make any 
profit on these practices (Hautaustoimilaki, 2003a and 
Hautaustoimilaki, 2003c), which makes the law problematic. 
For example, starting a crematorium requires investments 
such as the land, facilities, and different kinds of equipment, 
and the process itself uses a lot of energy. In practice, 
no association can start cremation activities. Running 
cemeteries face similar problems because of the law. 
Despite that, for example, freethinkers are running their 
own cemeteries on a voluntary basis and there exist private 
family graveyards as well. 

In Finland, The Evangelical-Lutheran State Church has a 
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monopoly on services for organizing funerals as well as on 
the use of chapels, graveyards and crematories (Ylikoski, 
2016; Sundstrom, 2016). This monopoly is maintained 
with financial support from the state (Ylikoski, 2016). The 
Freedom of Thought Report (2016) has analyzed that in 
Finland there exists systemic discrimination towards non-
religious and that the close relationship between church 
and state is a great concern to those not sharing the 
state religions (The Freedom of Thought Report, 2016). 
The report shows that the discrimination occurs in all four 
analyzed sectors (The Freedom of Thought Report, 2016), 
being widespread and interconnected in people’s lives. 

The laws and public services are not fully equal, fair and 
neutral for all in Finland (Ylikoski, 2016). Muslims for 
example, have been trying to find a place for their own 
cemetery near the capital area for nearly 10 years without 
success (Mäntymaa, 2014). For the time being, Muslims 
have been buried in dedicated areas in the graveyards 
of the Lutheran Church, but small towns can’t offer even 
that (Mäntymaa, 2014). After all, Muslims should be 
buried in their own graveyard (Hallal, 2014). Pia Jardi, 
the Vice President of the Muslim Union of Finland, states 
that the burial situation is not fare, and no politician has 
the courage to stand for the rights of the Muslims in this 
case (Mäntymaa, 2014). Despite the beliefs and religion, 
inequality shows off also in the social and economic way 
in the funeral arrangements. In Honkanummi graveyard 
in Vantaa for example, there are group funerals arranged 
every week for lonely and poor, with no mourners, and 
the number is increasing (Aalto, 2015). The burial law of 
Finland requires fulfilling the will of the deceased’s funeral 
arrangements. In practice, for example in Helsinki, all poor 
are cremated because the social services don’t pay the plot 
fee of the graveyard (Alho, 2015). The costs of the funeral 
arrangements are related to dignity and what is respectful 
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and acceptable. A mortician Jani Kuusela states that it 
is a common biased thinking that the amount of money 
spent in the funeral is linked to the respect of the deceased 
(Vihmanen, 2015a). Kuusela continues that the end of life 
practices can be cheap and still respectful (Vihmanen, 
2015a). What is honorable to one, might not be to other.
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We Are the Power

“We are the power in everyone
We are the dance of the moon and the sun
We are the hope that will never hide
We are the turning of the tide”
            
(Anonymous Rainbow song)
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CONCEPTS
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7. Post mortem concepts

The original goal of this work was to design a cellulose 
or pulp based coffin, and produce handmade miniature 
concept idea samples. The aim was to study moulded 
pulp, mixed with other natural organic materials and even 
find optimal formula of the mass. Molded pulp products 
can be made from different kind of fibers depending on 
the desired aesthetic, function and material life-cycle (El.
Said & Ibrahim, 2014). The experimental study was to be 
done through learning by doing and failing, to understand 
the future development needs and possibilities. Moulded 
pulp products are made by using a process known as pulp 
moulding to form products (Song, 2001 & Ma, 2004). In pulp 
moulding process the pulp is applied to a mould and then 
dried (Hauptmann, 2001). Because the human coffins are 
large in scale and difficult to prototype fast, cheap and easy, 
I decided to make them in a scale of 1/10, just enough small 
for the most common 3D printers to make the tooling.

The plan of experimental sample making changed during 
the three-year time towards conceptual level do to two main 
things. Firstly, there were difficulties with the university’s 3D 
printers to make one of the four tooling and I didn’t want 
to spend any more time nor money to order the missing 
one from outside. Secondly, the tooling problems lead to a 
lack of interest in sample making and only few lid samples 
were produced with the tooling available. Val Plumwood’s 
writings at the same time encouraged to concentrate more 
holistically to the phenomenon. Making not even samples 
but developing concept ideas was more interesting. In the 
working life, I’m used to design mass producible parts 
without a real possibility to try and fail. The opportunity to 
work only in concept idea and explorative approach level 
was a step out of my personal comfortable zone. During the 
research and concept development, new ideas developed 
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where cellulose could be used. All product concept ideas 
are based on the principle that they are compostable and 
that they speed up the decay of the human corpse and are 
attractive living conditions for fungi, bacteria and insects. 
They are also strongly based on environmental feminism.

7.1 Death of Venus

The coffin design was the first and main project of the 
thesis. The original concept idea of combining death 
and press formed cellulose goes back to my interest in 
Egyptology and archaeology. While reading about ancient 
Egyptian life and death some years ago, I got interested in 
the materials and methods used in the coffins and masks 
of the mummies. As wood was a precious material and 
not easy to form curved surfaces, the ancient Egyptians 
developed and used cartonnage. 

Figure 10. “Mummy and Painted Cartonnage of an 
Unknown Woman”. Walters Art Museum. 
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Cartonnage were plastered layers of fibers, linen or papyrus 
and flexible for moulding when wet.  The method was used 
in funerary workshops to make coffins and other objects like 
masks for the mummies. The method is sometimes mixed 
with papier mache technique but in cartonnage there is 
no pulping of the substrate. (Ucl.ac.uk, 2002) It is still not 
fully investigated how ancient Egyptian cartonnage was 
produced (Scott et al., 2009). In earlier times, it was molded 
to the shape of the body, forming a one-piece shell (Afifi, 
2011). In Ptolemaic times during 332-30 BC a simpler, faster 
and cheaper method was used. Instead of a one-piece 
shell, the mummy was covered with several separate thin 
walled parts of cartonnage. This made it possible to mass 
produce them. (Afifi, 2011) In other words, the use of tooling 
and moulding technique was the key to make the coffin 
parts faster and cheaper for the ordinary citizens of the 
ancient Egypt. The production method seems surprisingly 
similar compared to current pulp moulding process even 
that is not known very well. The idea of the coffin and urn in 
this thesis is based on the similar basic principle of using 
a tooling and pulp mass to press the object into a form. 
Nowadays coffins are usually made of solid wood or wood 
based boards. 

The cellulose based moulding technique possibilities of 
mass producing coffins have been almost forgotten for 
thousands of years. In Denmark, though, DanCof startup 
company invented molded and thermo pressed pulp coffin 
and urn in 2010. The coffin was presented in Copenhagen 
design week in 2011. The design of coffin was patented 
in 2012 (Skov, 2012). The coffin design got plenty of 
media attention, but it has not made a breakthrough, 
probably because the tooling costs are high and only 
few manufacturers in the world can possibly produce it. 
This thesis is bringing up again the possibilities of using 
thermoformed pulp in coffins and urns. 
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Through my investigation and inspiration of the ancient 
Egyptian cartonnage mummy cases, I got an idea to make 
a concept of a contemporary coffin. In the concept, the 
idea of life after death would tough be totally opposite of 
the ancient Egyptian beliefs. Instead of trying to preserve 
the corpse as long as possible, the core idea is to help 
to decompose it naturally and sustainably giving nutrition 
to earth. Instead of papyrus or linen, cellulose pulp from 
Finland is used as the base material of the concept. The 
idea is to use cellulose pulp mass to be formed into the 
shape of the mould, like in egg tray production technique 
in the paper industry. The pulp mass could include nano 
cellulose and micro fibrillated cellulose to bring strength 
to the products and able thinner wall thickness than using 
plain pulp. Layered papier mache technique could work as 
well but would be more suitable for artistic and artisan type 
of coffins. Do to the industrial production challenges related 
to tooling costs and size, the papier mache technique 
seems more potential than the industrial production. 

The main problem of making the coffin by press formed 
pulp is the size. The product and tooling designer from the 
local Finnish supplier states that the coffin for adult size is 
too big and deep for their production (Hovila, 2017). A coffin 
for infants and small children, or pets instead could be a 
developable idea in the future and such a coffin doesn’t 
seem to exist in the market. The advantage of the moulded 
coffins would be that they are stackable and don’t take much 
space for example in the hospital warehouse. 

The tooling costs would be high but can be lower if the 
inside parts are not pressed smooth in the drying process. 
The advantage of the pulp molding mass production would 
be low price of the molded parts and high production 
speed compared to wooden based coffins. Stack ability 
would be a logistic benefit. Conventional coffins are made 
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of multiple materials and in general they include plastics, 
textiles, metals and other components. Death of Venus 
would be made from cellulose based pulp mass. Per the 
Finnish moulded pulp supplier Ecopulp, there are multiple 
possibilities with pulp mass (Ecopulp.fi, 2017; Henttonen, 
2014). The pulp mass can be made of recycled fibers and 
include for example peat. Taking advantage of the organic 
side stream materials such as straw is also possible. 
(Ecopulp.fi, 2017; Henttonen, 2014) The pulp mass can also 
be colored.

The idea of using curvy design features in the coffin design 
came through reading feminist environmental literature, 
especially Val Plumwood. The inspiration of the chosen 
forms were also taken from fossils and shells and Sandro 
Botticelli’s masterpiece; The Birth of Venus. Most of the 
coffins available globally are somewhat masculine in shape 
and in material usage. In the Death of Venus -concept, the 
shapes are round and curvy instead of straight and sharp. 
The touch and feel is soft and warm instead of hard and 
cold. The weight of the coffin is light app. 8kg in real size 
whereas wood based coffins weigh often at least 30kg. 

I didn’t realize at first that 3D printed technology needs to 
be taken into consideration when modelling the design of 
the coffin parts. After realizing this, I had to redesign the 
parts firstly because the files were too complex and heavy 
and secondly because of the limitations of the 3D printer’s 
maximum size and construction techniques of building the 
sample. The 3D design of the coffin and the tooling parts for 
it were made by Rhinoceros program and the 3D printings 
were made by several different printers. One of the tooling 
part was never printed and thus, a whole coffin miniature 
sample made of pressed pulp is missing. Only a few lid 
part pulp molding samples were made with the 3D printed 
tooling. The problems with the design, processing the files 
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and the actual printing of the tooling parts postponed the 
whole thesis and at the end changed the hole focus of the 
thesis. Despite the difficulties, I believe that 3D printing will 
revolutionize the mould making and the process of moulded 
pulp industry.

Figure 11. Death of Venus Coffin design.

Additional to the coffin itself, there could be a foamed 
cellulose sheet to be placed on the bottom of the coffin to 
soak the possible corpse fluids and act as a filter of them 
and the corpse toxins leaking to the environment. The 
cellulose foam would be a suitable habitation ground for 
bacteria and fungi as well as insects.

The corpse would be wrapped into or covered by a woven 
or nonwoven cellulose based textile. The lid would be 
sealed close mechanically like in egg trays or for example 
by stitching with a paper string. Closing with a natural 
glue for example an oat glue or a thin layer of wet pulp is 
possible.
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Figure 12 First cellulose molded sample (before cutting into 
shape) with the 3D printed tooling. 

7.2 Cellurnus

After learning about the problems of the cremation, I was 
first reluctant to design an urn. The attitude changed when, 
I found a patent that makes the rock phosphate ash of the 
burnt corpses soluble for plants (Strand, 2008). In that 
context designing an urn is arguable. The idea is not to use 
the technique of the current patent, but to add compost, or 
other organic matter as an additive in the pulp mix itself, 
to change the rock phosphate soluble. At least, in theory, 
this should work. It would be interesting to know if adding 
peat in the pulp mix would help the solubility as well. More 
studies are needed. Cellurnus is designed the same way as 
the coffin. 
 
There is a quite big variety of urns for sale in Finland mainly 
wooden, ceramic and glass based, and some carton ones. 
People are also making them on their own. The wooden and 
carton coffins for sale are rectangular and the ceramic and 
glass based are roundish.  
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Figure 13. Masculine and pentagon shape based urn 
design related to previous moulding tests.

I wanted to follow the same feminism based design idea 
used for the coffin in the design of the urn. Cellurnus is 
made of three parts: bottom, top, and the lid. The bottom 
and top are attached by pressing them together while 
the pulp is still wet and then dried to one part. The line in 
the middle of the design is the seam of attachment area. 
Cellurnus is designed to follow the recommendations of the 
Central Burial Union Association of Finland. The design of 
the urn is also made to fit the Finnish supplier’s machinery. 
As it is still a concept it needs fine-tuning to be mass 
producible. The most challenging part is the lid fitting tightly 
to the bowl part. The best would be to solve the fitting and 
closing of the lid with the future supplier if the urn will be 
implemented to mass production. 
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Figure 14. Final Cellurnus urn design.

7.3 Kapalo

Clothing and textile production is one of the most polluting 
industries in the world. Its sustainability challenge involves 
complicated issues such as climate change, chemicals, 
water shortage, and human rights. (Boströn & Micheletti, 
2016) A groundbreaking change is needed not just related 
to production but also consumption (Niinimäki, K., & Hassi, 
L. (2011). The Kapalo shroud is based on the arguments 
above. In many cultures throughout the history until today, 
shrouds have been used to swaddle the dead body. The 
most famous shroud is the shroud of Turin. Even today 
shrouds are used in funeral rituals in many cultures around 
the world. For example, the use of shroud is common 
amongst all Muslims, although in Finland, Muslims often 
use coffins as well (Jardi, 2014; Hallal, 2014). 
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Figure15. Shrouded child in Kapalo concept.

The Finnish coffins should currently include only 
decomposable textiles if recommendations are followed 
(Savela, 2016 and Parkkinen 2016). The most common 
textiles nowadays used in the coffins are silk and cotton 
(Söderholm, 2006). It is used as an upholstery inside as 
well as outside of the coffins. Currently in Finland, often a 
bed type of a combination is used inside the coffin. It means 
mattress base with a sheet on top, pillow and a blanket 
to cover the body. One idea of the swaddle-shroud is to 
replace the cover and pillow textiles inside the coffin with a 
cellulose-based blanket.
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Other, more radical and even more sustainable idea is to 
use the swaddle only without the coffin. It would then require 
a carrying basis. Many people don’t know that burying 
with using only a shroud is not prohibited in Finland. The 
crematories in Finland tough require coffins, which differs 
from some other Western countries which allow shroud 
crematories with a base. 

In the Western culture, the old idea of burying in a shroud 
is getting more popular, especially in the United States of 
America and the United Kingdom. Burial in shrouds might 
become the next big thing and cause a cultural reform 
replacing coffins. Shrouds can be used regardless of the 
faith; even free thinkers can use them. There are many 
new professions and small companies making shrouds in 
Western countries but not in Finland. 

It seems that for people living in a Western culture, the 
cultural or religious roots to make shrouds is transforming 
to more secular and creative (Zahn, 2014). Per Zahn (2014) 
shrouds might have the right mix of historical elements, 
environmental consciousness, qualities of being artistic, 
participation and right prize to become very popular in a 
diverse population in the Western world. The shrouding 
boom has not reached Finland yet, probably because the 
atmosphere is not very supportive to a new phenomenon in 
the death business and most probably the use of shrouds 
will start getting common slowly in grass root amongst 
natural burials.

The Kapalo concept is very simple and not any new idea, 
except using the cellulose blanket. The Kapalo relates 
to Finland’s anniversary and is an honor to Finland, the 
country taking excellent care of the newborns and where 
the child mortality is one of the lowest in the world. Kapalo’s 
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folding is based on one swaddle technique that has been 
guided to new mothers for generations in Finland to calm 
and help their babies to fall to sleep and feel safe. The 
folding technique of the Kapalo for dead adult corpses is 
tailored from the old technique used for babies. Figuratively 
with Kapalo, there is the same feeling of safety and idea 
of going to sleep, but this time, in the depths of the mother 
earth without waking up.

Figure 16. Kapalo folding instructions.

For a medium-sized adult, at least 4,5m long and 1,5m wide 
cellulose sheet blanket is needed. The corpse is placed on 
top and in the middle of the sheet leaving 1m continuing 
from the head side. The sheet is folded on both sides 
starting from the level of the heart under the arms, going 
down to cover the legs. The rest of the blanket on the feet 
side is folded horizontally up under the chin. The rest can 
be folded downwards or continued to cover the head right 
away. The sides of the blanket will be folded on both sides 
under the body. Finally, the head is covered and the sides 
are folded under the head to form a pillow. 

If the shroud is used without a coffin, 25cm x 150cm strip of 
the end of the shroud textile needs to be cut for the twines 
before starting the folding. The strip will be divided and cut 
into 4 lengthwise pieces. At the end of the shrouding, the 
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twines are closed with knots on the top so that the shroud 
doesn’t open. Flowers and other natural decoration can be 
placed under the twines.

7.4 Kapalogami

Kapalogami is similar than Kapalo concept but folding is 
based on origami type of a folding technique and through 
that, less textile is needed. 

For a medium size adult, approximately 3,5m long and 
1,5m wide cellulose sheet blanket is needed. The corpse 
is placed on top and in the middle of the sheet so that 
there is at least 1m extra material continuing from the head 
and 0,5m from the feet side. First, the blanket is folded 
horizontally to cover the feet, then folding is continued 
diagonally on both sides, so that the diagonal folded 
borders of the blanket are placed along the legs. Next, the 
top borders of the blanket are folded from the head side, 
along the arms, leaving the face of the corpse still visible. 
Then one side of the wrapping is folded over the other side 
over the corpse. It can be placed under the body if too long. 
Then the other side is folded over the corpse and under 
if there is material. Finally, after the goodbyes, the face is 
covered with the blanket left above the head. If the corpse is 
not in the coffin on the top of the blanket in the beginning of 
the folding, it can be now lifted into it. 

IIf the goodbyes are given at the beginning of the folding, 
the head side will be folded as the leg side, after the leg 
side. In that case, the long sides are then folded over the 
body at the end. If the shroud is used without a coffin, 25cm 
x 150cm strip of the end of the shroud textile needs to be 
cut for the twines before starting the folding. The strip will 
be divided and cut into 4 lengthwise pieces. At the end of 
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the shrouding, the twines are closed with knots on the top 
so that the shroud doesn’t open. Flowers and other natural 
decoration can be placed under the twines.

Figure 17. Kapalogami folding instructions.

7.5 Tower of Life

Burials and composting human corpses into the soil, on 
top of the ground, in buildings, may be a reality in the future 
megacities. There are plenty of abandoned skyscrapers 
and other buildings in the world and lack of burial grounds. 
Why not turn these towers of silence to Towers of Life, or 
in other words, human body composting and mourning 
centers? These spaces could include facilities for artisans 
producing objects related to funeral rituals and where 
nature and green internal gardens would help the mourning 
process and heal the quality of air in the cities. Tower or Life 
type of a building could provide ideal spaces for artisans 
and artists producing hand molded pulp based coffins, and 
other end of life or ritual objects. Towers or Life could not be 
only mourning centers, but also garden centers where the 
ground produced by the composting corpses could be used 
to grow plants and then sold. 
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Katrina M. Spade’s Master thesis “Dirt and Decomposition: 
Proposing a Place for the Urban Dead” is an architectural 
design concept based on an ecological mourning space 
using decomposing process. Tower or Life is based on the 
similar idea but using existing buildings instead of designing 
and building new ones. In Tower or Life concept, the idea is 
also to activate the artisan community and provide maker 
and workshop spaces for the community and the mourners. 

Figure 18. Tower of life.

7.6 Forest for rest

Sustainable burial doesn’t only mean doing good things for 
nature. It also tries to transform the Western meaningless 
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lifestyle to have meanings, at least and latest after death. 
The idea for the Forest for rest came as a reaction and 
reflection to Finland’s bio-economy strategy that invokes 
the forests of Finland as a key to success and growth. 
In Finland, forests are mainly well kept and controlled 
sustainably. Spectacular fact is, that the Finnish forests are 
mainly owned by Finns themselves (Smy.fi., 2016). Finland 
is the most forested country in Europe (Smy.fi., 2016), but 
nobody knows what will happen when the oil crisis hit and 
the need for bio-based oil will increase dramatically.  

Forest for rest concept is based on natural and green burial 
and what it can offer for the living now and in the future. In 
natural burials, the communities can help to care for one 
another by participating actively in the burials. They can 
experience a meaningful connection when life turns to 
death and then turns to life again in nature. Natural burial 
is a gift to the future generations as the dead gives back 
rather than takes from nature. Natural burial is a healing 
death process. Healing processes can be witnessed and 
experienced the best in the areas where people live (Reed, 
2007). This would mean mixing the dead and living by 
burying the dead in the neighborhood instead of distant 
cemetery areas. The communities and land are the places 
where people learn the best how to make life possible on 
a continuing basis (Reed, 2007). That’s why places play 
important roles in regenerative end of life practices.

Forest for rest concept is targeted to be an outside natural 
space part of the city or municipality, not too far from the 
living. It’s easily accessible to the inhabitants. Forest for 
rest provides safe and efficient disposal environment for 
the human remains. The design of the Forest for rest is not 
universal but fluctuates and adapts to the surroundings. 
It balances between the past, present, and future. Forest 
for rest concept can be a garden type and even grow to a 
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forest by time. Planting wildflowers, bushes, and trees could 
become new mourning tradition. The core idea is that it is 
a public and collective space that serves both the dead 
and the living and where memories and love can connect. 
In urban areas, Forests for rest -concept can be also seen 
as a conservation method to preserve natural areas in the 
battle against new man-made constructions. In this way, 
these spaces would guarantee that recreation and grieving 
places exists also in the future.

Figure 19. Grieving place of Arska, a well-known man from 
the streets of Helsinki. 

The forest for rest concept is designed to consist of native 
plants and trees typical to the soil and the area in general 
so that it helps to create and preserve the habitation typical 
of the area. Forest for rest is not like a lawn cemetery 
with large cut grass areas but wilder and without too 
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many restrictions on what is considered appropriate and 
acceptable. Forest for rest supports the cemetery areas 
being as natural as possible. Trees, bushes and natural 
stones can be used to replace the gravestones. GPS 
technologies can be used to spot and keep track of the 
graves.

Figure 20. Imaginary natural burial park.

Cemeteries and memorial parks have important social and 
environmental benefits of history and heritage. They are 
often beautiful areas of nature including wildlife. Forest for 
rest is a concept idea where people can feel being part 
of the nature and the natural cycle of it. It provides habitat 
for biodiversity of all kind of living, from animals to flora 
and fauna. It’s a space for all, regardless of their faith and 
believes. Forest for rest is a place where everyone can be 
present and interact with each other in peace. 

One of the Forest for rest kind of a place exists in the city 
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center of Helsinki, the Old Church Park, also known as 
Plague Park. It was an official graveyard from 1790 until 
1828 (Green Hearts, 2013). The park is a great example 
how cemetery area can act as a conservation area for 
nature and turn into a recreation space for the habitats. 
By the Finnish burial law, cemeteries should be protected 
and reserved as cemetery areas for 100 of years after the 
last burial (Hautaustoimilaki, 2003b). What makes the Old 
Church Park an interesting case is that many people have 
been buried there after the graveyard turned into a park 
and that the last burials conducted in 1919 (Green Hearts, 
2013). The Old Church park of Helsinki shows well how 
fast people forget the dead. Even nowadays, many don’t 
even know where their great-grandparents are buried. The 
ancestor worship goes beyond the individual and family 
stories by connecting them into a bigger story and local 
history. These bigger stories can act as strong backbones of 
the communities and guide the future generations. In Forest 
for rest ancestor worship can be experienced just like in the 
Old Church Park.

Figure 21. Old Church Park in the center of Helsinki.
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CONCLUSIONS

Whereas in many other Western countries, sustainable 
human disposal options are actively researched and 
developed, Finland seems to be inactive in the field. Based 
on this research it is noted that there are remarkable 
systemic burdens to developing new products and 
processes for burial practices in Finland. These burdens 
should be approached from new viewpoints. In this work, 
the environmental feminism, for example, opened a totally 
new way of thinking death. This thesis is showing that 
design thinking and systems thinking may be great tools 
to cross over the systemic burdens. The study also shows 
that new initiatives in taboo areas have more potential to 
be started and implemented by local grass root activism 
than directly trying to change the system and its laws. The 
governmental side is also needed for the change but the 
change is faster and deeper when it starts as a movement. 
Restaurant day and cleaning day movements are great 
examples of how the grassroots can change the system. 
During this thesis, it is also realized that coffins and urns 
are only objects and tools, but they are not enough to make 
a systemic change, in this case towards the regenerative 
end of life practices. This thesis failed in bringing mass 
production ready cellulose-based products into the death 
market as was the original idea. Anyhow it proved that 
design and concept ideas can be used to describe the 
possible futures, making them more tangible even though 
there is still a long way to implement concepts into reality. 

One big challenge of making a change to the current is the 
monopoly of the church in the end of life practices, and the 
discrimination that the current church-state system creates. 
The current recommendations could be provided through 
regulations operated by the government, for example, the 
Ministry of Environment. Regulations and policies should 
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be flexible enough to support bottom-up initiatives and 
innovations to come up with new ideas for sustainable 
human disposal (Monaghan, 2009). Burial law should allow 
making a profit and enable entrepreneurship activities in 
cremation and burial as well as new concepts to develop 
the industry and practices further. 

The competition in the Finnish funeral business seems 
unhealthy and the pricing of the products and services is 
vague and not transparent. The current recommendations 
regarding materials of coffins and urns should be 
reworked with the latest know-how of material science and 
technology. There is also lack of collaboration between 
death industry and educational institutions and a shortage 
of official professions working in the death industry. Funded 
projects are needed to develop innovations and new 
business ideas. There is very little research conducted 
in Finland that is related to post-mortem products and 
practices especially from the sustainability point of view. 
Forest for rest would need likeminded people to start a 
grass root movement. Finland could also, for example, start 
the world’s first arctic and multidisciplinary body farm type 
of a research center where one target would be to study 
sustainable end of life practices. Tower for life concept idea 
could be suitable in big cities around the world now and 
especially in future megacities.

Even though cellulose is derived from nature, forming it 
into a thin wall shape uses much fewer material resources 
than using plain wood, plywood or other woody composites 
when making coffins or urns. Utilizing agricultural waste and 
other organic waste materials in the pulp sounds promising 
especially for making urns if the added waste affects the 
rock phosphate becoming soluble for other living. With 
cellulose, very thin but strong and light objects are possible. 
Even that this study lacks the experimental pulp molding 
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and concentrates in holistic possibility mapping, it shows 
that cellulose is excellent for end of life practice use. New 
findings and treatments of cellulose, for example, making 
foamed structures or textiles, adding nanocellulose, micro-
fibrillated cellulose, or lignin into the cellulose-based mass 
makes it possible to produce numerous type of products. 

Since the death is still a taboo, the best way to utilize 
cellulose in death business in Finland would be to start 
with urns or coffins for pets. Cellulose textile shroud seems 
the most potential business idea. The development project 
could be started for example as a collaboration between 
university or research institute and with for example 
refugees that are using burial shrouds in their culture. If 
cellulose textiles would be accepted across cultures and 
religions as shroud materials instead of cotton, there would 
be a big business and sustainability potential globally.
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DEATH TESTAMENT

When I die, I wish that all the parts of my body, that are 
useful to other human beings or other, will be donated for 
sustaining their lives. If there exists a body farm type of 
a forensic research center in Finland, I wish that the rest 
of my body is then donated for science and will be finally 
naturally decomposed on the soil and used as a study case 
of how a corpse is vanishing naturally by time. 
 
Otherwise, I wish to be wrapped in a sustainable cellulose-
based shroud. My wrapped body could then be placed in a 
cellulose-based tray or a coffin for easy logistics to the plot. I 
hope my last remaining place will be near my last existence 
place. I wish to be buried as fast as possible under the 
ground as near the flora and fauna level as possible so that 
my remains could join with ecological others and nurture 
other living.
 
My biggest dream is to buried in the wild nature. Forest for 
Rest type of a place could be great as well, a place that 
is free from all religions and where nature is as natural as 
possible. I wish to vanish into the cycle of life as sustainably 
as possible and without any gravestones or lasting marks 
on the plot. Instead of a gravestone, there could be a tree, 
flowers, piece of sustainable art, or just nothing.
  
My dream is to continue in the memories and in the cycle 
of life, as part of the earth community so that my childhood 
dream of living forever becomes true.
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